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FOREWORD

. . /. .

A changeover to th metric system of easurement appegrt to be inevitable in the United States. On Dec. 23,

1975, President Fo d signed S, 100, The Metric Conversion ACt of 1978: The act established a U. S. Mimic

Board to coordinat voluntary conversion to the metric system. The act officially defines "metric system" as

the International, Sys em of Units (SQ.
4 ,

. . .. .

Most of the world is already using SI, ivi fact, the United States is the last industrial nation to adopt it. This

transition is necessary if the U. S. is to maintain its national competitive position in world trade. Many'll S.
businesses and industries are developing plans for the changeover, while others are already using the metric

system to manufacture or measure thtir products.

Adults and children al ke will appreciate the consistent interrelationships of the new system once they have

become familiar with i . A speoial need during the transition years, therefoie, will be to emphasize instruction

in the most commonly sed metric units. \ .

In response to projecteld nebds in Oregon, the State Board of Education adopted a resolution directing the

changeover to the metric system in public school operations by 1983. MEAStsiREMENT. ..with Metric is part

of our efforts to meet the Board's directive. For additional copies or for assistance is planning, vorkshops in

, metric measurement, contact the Metric Coordination Committee here at the Department of Education.,

Cordially

Verne A. Duncan
State Superintendent of
Public Instruction
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1. INTRODUCTION

MEASUREMENT . .with Metric has been designed as a guide for anyone planning to teach the metric system to teachers,
parents, children or the general public. It includes measurement learning theory, technical Information about the metric
system and sample diagnostic and learning activities. The handbook presents one approach to the instructional process and

can be used to, teach all ages. It can be used as a complete guide or as a resource. The approach leads to and includes the use

of the International System of Units (SI)." *

The metric system offers several advantages in comparison with the present system. The set of multiples and submultiples of

the base un'ts is a decimal system compatible with the monetary and base -ten numeration systems being used. Furthermore,

units of length, mass, area and volume are interrelated and are therefore easy to learn.

1.1 THEME FOR
METR ICATION

The ODE Metric Coordination Committee firmly holds that the fie characteristics described
below should 66 primary c,onsiderations in all efforts toward metncation. These characteristics
are the major prerniie of this handbook watch for each! In addition, these characteristics
should be thecentral theme, for all teacher in-service workshops on metrics, and for metric

'information workshops for parents or the general, public. They should also be used in
ddveloping local district program guides for teaching the metric system.

Emphasis stiould\be placed on measurement. Measurement is a batic conc4it in mathematics
and has application in nearly. all curricular areas. A developmental program based on sound
learning theory is a primary consideration in successfully teaching measurement.

.

1.1.2 The "hands.on".,.appjoach is the best way to learn measurement. The "hands-on" adtiv4ies
should be. learner- centered experiences that recognize the level of competence (readiness) of
each individual and build upori and expand that competence. -The use of appropriate
experiences will gradually lead to the discovery of measurement concepts. They will also
motivate the learner's interest and eithusiasm.

1.1.3 Estimation should be encouraged early and continued throughout measurement learning
experiences. The idea is to estimate, record, then verify with a measurement. Sqme measuring
experiences should be provided before asking students to estimate. No penalties should be given
for poor estimates since this will discourage estimating.

a

1.1.5

While teaching measurement there,is no need. fdr exercises involving converting between
systems. These are no more than tote drill exercises on multiplication and division. Evidence
further indicates .that such.exercises actually delay the acquisition of the ability to THINK
METRIC. (In the application stage some conversions may seem to be necessary. When this
occurs, the use of charts, tables or calculators is suggdsted.) ,

This handbook and workshops using this handbook should both demonstrate that an effective
measurement program can be taught with low cost materials. Some basic toots, hommade
instruments, collected items and equipment borrowed from science supplies can provide a good
activity centered approach at the .early developmental levels. At the application levels,
specialized measurement equipment-may be needed in order to obtain the required degree of
accuracy and precision. Some teachers have observed that4learners who make'nd use their own
measuring instruments get a "feel" fo( metric units more quickly.

SI is the shortened form of Le Systeme International irUnites. *r.
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2.1 RATIONALE
FOR GOING
METRIC

.., 2.1.1.
ADVANTAGES
TO THE METRIC
SYSTEM .

1

2.1.2.
LEVELS OF

PPORT FOR
TH YSTEM

2.2 COST OFs
CONVERSION

I

2. RATIONALE AND KEY CONSIDERATIONS
FOR MEASURING WI-N METRIC .

,.
The United States is going metric. The transition began in 1866 when the metre became the
officiarunit of length. Americans have adjusted to the change slowly; however, during the last
few years, they have begun to use the metric system much' more frequently. Majqr, United
States industries are using metric measurements so that they can trade more eakily with
industries in other,courstries. The U. S. educational community has supported the transition
taking place in American industries. Educators are helping,to teach the metric system, which is

°a much simpler, more logical one, t19 industrial employees. °

On December 23, 1975, President Ford signed the Metric Conversion Act of 1975. It declares
that the changeover to the metrio system is national policy., It also establishes,a U. S. Metric

Board to coordinate the voluntary changeover.-/

The metric system has numerous features which justify its adoption as the official.system of
measurement_for use in'the U. S. The chief features are:

1. The metric system is developed on the same base-ten system as the numeration system used
iri' the U. S. -1,

. .
2. The units of metric measurement form a logical system. Larger units are created by

,
multiplying a base unit by appropriate powers of 10 (10, 100, 1,000, etc.). Submultiples
are created by dividing a base unit by appropriate powers of 10 (1/101/100, 1/1,000,

. 'etc.). This system avoids the difficulties involved in working with multiples of 12, 3, 5 1/2,
5280, etc.

,7

3. The decimal nature Sf the metric system is used throughout. This permits greater use of
decimal fractions and less use of tommen fractions. .
a

4. All metric measurement units. for mass, area and volume are based on metric units o4

length. Students find it easier to understand the relationshipi w' hen 'they use the metric
system than when they use the present nonfelated measurements. .

5. The United States monetary system has the same decimal base as the metric system.

A.

The strengths of the metric system have long been recognized by other .countrieS. The United
) States is among the last of the world powers to make the transition. The country has made

great strides in the last few years. ,

I n-Oregon,more than 85 percent of surveyed businesses and industries support conversion to
the metric system. They favor the transition despite the initial costs associated with changing

over.
12

The State Board of Educatidn is committed to a ten-year changeover period. On June 6, 1974,

-2 --it adopted a resolution calling for conversion to the metric system in all phases of public school
operation by .1983. The resolution also said that metric measurement should be the primary
system of Measurement used in textbooks as of November 1976. This resolution has the

support of the Oregon State Textbook Commission.

Oregon school districts are now including an understanding of the' metric sys'tem in their
graduation requirements. They are doing this to better prepare students for the world in which

theY,will live and work as adults. ,

\ .

The cost to public school districts ,can be kept to a minimum. Textbooks using Metric.

measurement as the primary system can be adoptethin the normal pattern of textbook
__adoption. Additional supplies needed for teaching metric measurements are minimal. Many

instruments, such as metre sticks and centimetre rulers'and balances are already available in the

3
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.2.3 EXPECTATIONS
FOR THE
CHANGEOVER
PERIOD

2.4 SCOPE AND
SEQUENCE

i
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school's science supplies. Other materials Can be made inexpensively at home. The process of
- .making them can serve as an effective learning activity in itself.

' During the years of transition from our customary system to the metric system, the rate of
changeover will,vary in different sectors of society. Some competence with both systems will be
needed during this period. Probal27 the most efficient way to handle the transition will be to
have two separate systems of measurement. The advantage of having separate systems is that all
students will learn to THINK METRIC. People should be discouraged. from relying on mental/iconversions between systems, as this may binder rather than facilitate the adoption of 1 new
systems:Conversion requires an extra step and diverts attention from the new system.

The transitiono the metric measurement system in packaging merchandise may occur, in
several stages. During the first stage, packages Will sfiOw two sets of measurements, with the old
system written first, e.g., "Net contents: one pound (454 g)." During the second stage,
packages will also show two sets of labels, but this time the metric units will appear first and
will reflect a convenient,number, e.g. "Net contents: 500 1 (17 5/8 oz.)." Only the metric units
will appear by the third stage. . ,

Much of retail trade is already in the firit stage. A -sixth grade class saw evidence of this in one
'Oregon city. Students found over 500 different products with dual labeling. Some companies
had reached the third stage of labeling. Those which sold motorcycles, pharmaceuticals and
photography equipment fell into this category. ..

Teachers often ask, "What metric'competencies arid skills should be taught in grade _ ?"
Clearly,, teaching specific coticepts in each grade will not help individual students who are either
not prepared for them or beyond them. Hence, teachers need to diagnose each leather's
development and readiness. Teachers can then plan activities to reach the comprehension level
of each learner. The key is that each of the learning stages does not occur at a specific age even
though these stages generally occur at approximately the same age for most youngsters.

Although a' diagnostic approach avoids associating specific skills with specific grade levels,
teachers may use some general guidelines in developing instructional programi. These guidelines
take into account the sequential, developmental learning' stages learning theorists have
identified for learners. The following general guidelines were adapted fromMetric Competency
Goals, a report of the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics, Metric Implementation
Committee.

Generally by the end of the prirrrary level:
i

1. The child will be able to apply the general measuring process, using a model of a
netnstandardtrlit to determine a measure. Example: The child can tell "about how many"
sticks represent the length of a classroom. ,,

2. The child will be able to use a centimetre ruler (centimetre markings only) to determine
lengths to the nearest c timetre for distances equal to or shorter than the ruler.

------:-

3. The child will be able to select and use the appropriate type of unit and measuring
instrument for specific measuring situations. For, example: I

Situation

shorter lengths
longer lengths

volume
mass

temperature

Unit

centimetres
metre

litre
kilogram

degrees Celsius

4

Instrument

centimetre ruler
metre stick
tape measure
trundle wheel

titre container
balance
bathroom scale

thermometer_



4. The child will be able to include names of metric units and other metric expressions in
his/her conversation.

5. Given models of a centimetre, a metre and a litre and other choices substantially larger and
smaller than each, the,child will be able to select the correct unit model.

6. The-child will be aware that objects are commonly measured in specific units.
Example: Q. What is bought in litres? A. Milk, juice, gasoline.

7. The child will be able to comprehehd metric language as it is encountered in reading and
associate names of units with their symbols.

8.; The child will be able to .read temper4turefillmr a Celsiui scale and associate that
temperature with specific experiEtices.
Examples;

"4 At -10°C it is "cdid" outside,
At 0° C water freezes,
At 100° C water boils,
30° C means "swimming" weather, .

20° C is room temperature.

Generally by the end of the intermediate levels:

1. The studeotwill be able to demonstkate competency in the objectives listed above to the
extent thdy are appropriate to his/her developmental level.

. -

2. The learner will be able to use more units of the same kind than he/she did at the primary
,developmen tel. level.

Example: A
In addition to the centimetre and the metre, the student will be able to use units such
as the millimetre and kilometre to measure length. He/she will be able to use millilitres
to measure volume 'and grams to measure mass. The student will be familiar with
common uses of such units.

3. The learner will be able to use numbers such as 10, 100, 1000, and later0.1 0.01, 0.001, to
convert measures in a ,given unit to equivalent measures in a related unit. The learner will
be able to measure to the nearest tenth of a centimetre, metre, litre or kilogram.

4. The student's concept of unit size will improve for purposes of estimation. The student will
be able to use previous experiences to decide whether an estimate is reasonable.

-3
5. The student will be able to recognize and use symbols for tIke more common units.

6. The learner will be able to'apply metric knowledge and skills in all areas of the curriculum.

7. The student will be able to *demonstrate basic skills Tor'reading measures on common
metric measurement instruments.

8. The Winer will be able to find more specific uses for knore metric units than du ring the
primary level. The individual will be able to give his/her own body measurements for mass,

height, hand span 9r width of tittle finger.

9. The student will be able to choose appropriate units for measuring a variety of objects.

Example:

-yr The student will be able to give the linear dimensions of a standard model of a square
centimetre, scklare metre, cubic centimetre, cubic metre,

Generally by the end of the secondary level:
r."

1. The student will be able to demonstrate competency in the objectives listed for bath
/primary anceintermediate levels, as appropriate to his/her age, maturity level and needs.



The student' will be able to comprehend the prefixing system and change related units
decimally. He/she will be able to read some measures directly in tentlis, hundredths or
thousandths of a metre, litre and kilogram.

3. The student will be able to comprehend the eqteivalencies 1 dm3 = 1 1 = 1000 cm3 and
1 cm3 = 1 ml. He/she will be able to comprehend and use correct symbols for'square and
cubic units.

.

4. The learner will be able to appreciate the metric system -the efficiency of the decirnal.
nature of the ,prefixes, the use of decimal notations in recoNrau measurements or
computing them, etc. The student will also be able to appreciate the advantages 'of having

mass, area and volume`all related to length and to each other. -

5. the learner will be able to master the use of those metric units and their symtols which
consumers need; for example, metre, kilometre, centimetre, millimetre; kilogram, gram;
litre, millilitre; degrees Celsius.

6. The student will be able to comprehend less frequently used ,measures such as the tonne
(metric ton), kilolitre, milligram and hectare and some common, derived units stkh as
km/h.

7. The student will be able to demonstrate estimation skills with common Measures to a

reasonable degree of accuracy.--

8. The learner will be able to "think metric" in situations which call for a measurement in

metric units.

9. The student will be able to use metrics to his/her economic advantage.
Example:

Given different prices which are based on different metric amounts of the same item,
the student can determine the "best buy."

, -

10. The student will gnow where to find information about the metric system.

Generally at the Post Secondary/Adult level:

1. Each person will be able to demonstrate competency in the objectives listed for all previous
levels, as appropriate to his/her needs,

2. Each person will have the metric measurement skills necessary to perform successfully the

specialty measurements required in his/her occupation or profession.
rfir

3. Each person can perform the necessary metric measurements and the computations
necessary for informed purchasing of such items as food, clothing, fuel and real estate.

4. Each person has acquired sufficient metric measurement knowledge and skills to perform
various life-coping skills: e.g., cooking from a recipe, computing gas consumption and
travel distances, using metric tools and other household measurement devices,

understanding metric measurements in weather forecasts and sports.

3
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3.' PHILOSOPHY AND METHODOLOGY

The previous chapter was designed as a metric education program guide. Let us turn now to the
teaching of measurement.

.

3.1 PHILOSOPHY OF The method for teaching measurement with metric suggested : in this handbookthe
TEACHING METRIC "CONTINUOUS NONGRADED MEASUREMENT LEARNING A4ROACH"and the prer-

,

MEASUREMENT ise that concrete experiences ("hands-on") are the best way to ttach Measurement draw heavily
on the leernIng theories of Jean Piaget, Barbel Inhelder, Richard Copeland, Robert Karplus,
Herbert Thier and others. In the booklet, Diagnostic and Learning Ac i ities in Mathemati.6s
for Children, Copeland reviews Piaget's learning theorles and points out teaching implications.
He then states:

"The third and highest form of cognitive function is knowledge characterized as

."". .logico-mathematical. This knowledge develhs in stages and is largely an internal process. It
is not an acquired knowledge in the sense so many think of, the familiar stimulus- response
sequence. This places the problem` of 'teaching' logico-mathematical knowledge in a whole
neyv context. JOhnny may Kotrbe able to learn certain ideas regardless of how he4
stimulated until a certain point in time when he has -the necessary mental structures.

1

Telling 'him about the transitive property, this is, if a=b and b=c then a=c, will have no
meaning until he .has the .necessary thought processes and then the knowledge is almost
automatic, The teier then becomes a person who ,uses the verbal medium to ask

Ni questions rather than give answers.

Another important function of the teacher is to provide% an environment which allows the
child to expka physically the objects around him: From actions performed, such as
counting a rbw of objects in both directions, the child discovers thft commutative property.
In geometry' he needs to physically explore shapes as a basis for the necessary
abstractions.'

1

a

Karplus pnd Thier in A New Look at Elementary School Science also refer to Piaget:

"This school of thought (Piaget's developmental learning stages] has two related central
ideas: (1) c4;iildren's intellectual capacity passes through a number' of qualitatively
contrasting stages before adulthood, and (2) a child's interaction with his environment

lilays a very significant role in his transition from one stage to the next:", *

It is in this spirit that the strategies in this handbook are offered.

Teachers are encouraged to adopt programs based on both the basic concepts students need and
each student's present level of readiness. The CONTINUOUS NONGRADED MEASUREMENT
LEARNING APPROACH can help them design appropriate programs. This learning approach is
nongraded in that students begin with concepts which they understand and then continue

4 through subsequent learning levels in an orderly sequence. Because each-child's understanding
of measurement concepts is at a different level, it is important for the teacher to choose
activities appropriate,to each student's needs. Activities presented in the second section of this
handbook may be used as diagnostic tools and/or as learning experiences. .

3.1.1
*F .MEASUREM ENT

'..LEARNING
CHART

A

The following chart outlines the CONTINUOUS NONGRADED MEASUREMENT LEARNING
APPROACH. It-presents four major measurement concepts: length, mass, areatand volume. -A
fifth concept, temperature, will be dealt With briefly later. The measurement concepts of time,
money and angles should also be !earned, Since these concepts are not directly related to the
metric system, however, they are not presented in this handbook.

'Copeland, Richard W., Diagnostic and Learning Activities in Mathematics for Children.
New York, Random House, Inc., 1974, Prefaces

Karplus,.Robert, and Herbert D. Thier. A New Look at Elementary School Science.
Chicago: Rand McNally, 1967'p.21.

7
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THE CONTINUOUS NONGRADED MEASUREMENT LEARNING AIIPROACH

LEARNING LEVELS .

Concept

Length

Mass

Area

Volume

Pre - Measurement Unit
Skills Concept

Conser- I Compari- .

vation I son °

Standard Measure-
Units-- men Ap-
Metric plic lion
System

\ \ \ \ \\ \ \ \
\ \ ' f \ sell\ \ N \

\\
\.\ N --o\ , \\ \ \

. \ \\ \ \ so

,

----The horizontal axis represents the sequence of learning levels. The vertical axis represents the

measurement concepts (length, mass, area and volume) to be learned.

The concept of length should be introduced first, because other measurement concepts,
especially in the metric system, are related to it. Students do not need to master all learning

levels in length, however, before being introduced to mass, alley and volume. The activities
presented in this book will often lead to student progress in both the measurement concepts
and the learning levels presented in the preceding chart. Students begin with the development
of premeasurement skills and progress to nonstandard and standard measurement learning

levels. The students may progress at their own learning rates through several levels of
premeasurement and measurement. At any point, inditidual learners may be at different
learning levels for each of the measurement concepts. 4

3.2 PREMEASUREMENT: Learning theorists generally refer to a premeasurement learning stage as "conservation:: The

CONSERVATION principle of conservation (constancy) of quantity states that length, mass, area and volume do

not change when- physical,objects or materials are subjected to deformation, rearrangement or

partitioning. This is a relatively advanced concept. It takes many "hands-on" experiences using

manipulative materials before conservation of quantity is fully comprehended. Indeed, it is

generally agreed that understanding this concept involves several stages of intellectual

development.

4

(1)

length of (1)
\length of (2)

4., RECOGNIZING EQUAL QUANTITIES

unbroken length

s

soda straws

MI = (2)
(2)

volume of ball

tall, slim volume

short, fat volume

volume of
flat object

hartitioned length.= D 1==1 7=1 0



3.3 PREMEASUREMENT: Measurement is a way of describing things, usually 'by comparing them to othei objects.
COMPARISON Recbgnizing similarities and dififerences between and among objects is the foundation on which

unit measurement is built. At the beginning, a child may 'place two objects side by side to
compare their lengths. Later, 'three or more object lengths may be compared in this manner,
Eventually, the lengths of two objects n`lay be compared by relating both of them to a third
object.

Simple comparison, begins at a verj, early age and grows increasingly complex as learners
develop skill in this area. Children should be encouraged to estimate relationships and then
verify them by making actual comparisons of concrete objects. Penalties for poor estimates
should be avoided as this will discourage students from trying.

Qualitative Comparison: identifying oiijects uvhich are similar in one or more properties,
for instance, color, shape, texture, prettiness, hardness, flexibility.

111 0 10
AO AE 000 LEP A.L

(Shape) (Shape)(Color) (Texture)

Size Comparison: identifying objects that are larger, smaller, shorter, longer, etc.

(Size) (Size)

Matching: recognizing objects that are the same in
weight, or other characteristic's.

(No. Sides)

(Size) \
number, color, size, shape, texture,

(Size)

(Color)

Ordering: arranging various sized objects in a progression, for example, from the shortest to
longest, largest to smallest, lightest to heaviest.

0 Q
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3.4 MEASUREMENT:
UNIT CONCEPT

3.4.1
INSTRUMENT
DEVELOPMENT

3.5 MEASUREMENT.
STANDARD
UNITS

3.5.1
INTRODUCTION
OF METRIC
SYSTEM

3.5.2
METRIC
CHART

The skills and understandings of the two learning levels described above can be considered
measurement readiness. Upon acquiring competence at the first two levels, the learner is ready
to experience activities designed to motivate him/her to discover the need for "units"; i.e., the
repeated use of the same quantity for purposes of comparing other quantities. Learners will
find that,while they can do very simple comparisons with their senses alone, they eventually
need more sophisticated means of measurement to supplement their senses. Thus, the learner
will be led to choose arbitrary units of measurement and also appropriate measuring
instruments.

Instructors should help the class become familiar with the unit concept. Have students measure
objects with a variety of nonstandard units. A list of such units might include paper clips;
pencils, books, sticks, straws, floor tiles, fingers and hands. Teachers should encourage students
to pick their own units,and discover advantage's and disadvantages for their choices.

Experiences with a variety of measuring instruments (all nonstandard) will demonstrate that:

1. Objects can be measured in a variety of ways.

2. Efficiency in measuring comes from choosing an instrument adropriate to the object to be
measured.

3. Some instruments provide a more accurate measure than others.

4. Units of various sizes are needed. (Paper clip units are satisfactory for measuring short
distances, but a broom handle is better for measuring longer distances.) .

Understanding acquiredtat the premeasurement levels provides the foundation from which the
learner will discover the need for standard units. Standardization is necessary to obtain
consistent results and to communicate findings.

Before being introduced to standard units, students should be familiar with estimation and
verification through the use of nonstandard units. Such experience helps them to think in'terms
of appl-opriately-sized units and instruments. It alsopelps them to gauge the reasonableness of
their results.

Havingdiscovered the need for standard units, learners are ready for the metric system. Here
the teacher can develop the logic of a measurement system which is based on ten and which
corresponds with the baseten numeration and monetary systems.

In the metric system, units of length are the basis from whiCh units Of mass, area and volume
are derived. Therefore, units of length should be studied first, with various prefixes being

introduced as they are needed.

-..., .

The six common prefixes should also be studied in some detail for purposes of continuity and
completeness and also fol illustrating the base-ten nature of the metric system. The I is of the
complete system must be developed in such a way that decimal nature is clearly tood.
Only the commonly-used pr fixes, however, will be stressed for most measurement pu pqses.

I.Alf

The following metric chart. is presented here to show the logic of th metric system, to
introduce the metric prefixes and sy' bols and to emphasi tOthe units that re commonly used.

,e?`
The units in boldface type are th se that students will learn early and use most often. Note by
the boldface lettering that there are only four commonly-used units of length, two of volume
and two of mass.

NO
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0
METRIC CHART

Base

Unit
Added
Prefix Results Written,. -Written

'Commonly
Used

milli
,

millimetre ,, 0.001 m I mm Yes

centi centimetre 0,01 m 1 am -Yes

deci decimetre 0.T m 1 dm No
Metre* metre m m Yes

i deka dek ametre 10 m 1 dam . No
hecto' hectometre 100 m 1 hm No

Kilo, kilometre 1000 M 1 km , Yes

milli millilitre t90.001 / 1 ml
')

Yes

centi centilitre 0.01 ! c! ° No

deci decilitre 0.1 ! 1 d! ' No

litre* litre ! './ Yes

deka _dekalitre 101 1 da! No
hecto hectolitre 1001 1 ht No
kilo' kilolitre 10001 1 k! No

. -

milli milligram 0.001 g 1 mg No
centi centigram 0.01 g 1 cg No
deci decigram 0.1 g 1 dg " No

gram* gram g . g
,

Yes
.

deka 0 dekagram 10 g 1 dag No .

hecto hectogram 100 g 1 hg-

kilogram* kilo kilogram 1000 g I kg Yes

For definitions of the most .unportant metric units- -the metre, the litre, e r nd the kilogramsee the
Glossary..

3.5.3 The charl' below helps show the base-ten nature of the metr
METRICS AND prefixes are related to the appropriate values of the U. S
MONETARY those units most commonly used fqr measutemerit pur

that only a few units are used extensively.
, .

system. I t also shows how metric
onetary system. Asterisks indicate

ses. They also call attention to the fact

THE CO

(do

ON METRIC UNITS

metre' I itre gram

1

1

l000
milli mill)

100
centi (cent)

10
eci (dime)

1 * * *

deka

00 hecto

' 1000 kilo * *

Prepared by Sharon Bernier, Associate Teacher, OMSI, 1975.

Units most commonly used for measurement purposes.



3.5.4 ' The metric prefixes can also be related to the place values of our baseten numeration system.

METRICS AND The chart relates six common metric prefixes to the place values most commonly stressed as

BASETEN students learn the baseten numeration system. Note that those place values which are less than

NUMERATION one are expressed decimally. e

SYSTEM

,

9

Numeration System
(Place Values)

Metric System

thousands 1000 kilo 1000

hundreds 100 hecto 100

tens , 10 deka - 10

ones 1 base 1

tenths 0.1 deci 0.1.

hundredths 0.01 centi 0.01

thousandths 0.001 milli 0.001

Decimal Nature

The previous chart implies that students need to be able to multiply and divide mentally by
10, 100 and 1000. This ability will make it easier for them to convert to smaller or larger metric

units. Learners should be encouraged to use decimal notations (0.5 as one-half) rather than
fractions. Decimals are easier to use, once the system is understood. They provide more
convenience in computation whether It be by hand, calculator or compiler.

\,
Relationships

The original U. S. measurement system does not have a consistent relationship am ng length,

volume and mass, but the. metric system does1 To see this, consider the containers blow. They

are all filled with distilled water at 4° C. The amount of water in each is the same.

.

kg of .rvater
:Yo.

ti

12 19

I g of water

0



3.5.5 The metric symbols are used internationally and students should become familiar with them.
RULES FOR Some rules for using the symbols of the International System Of Units (SI)' follow.
SYMBOL
USAGE . 1. Symbols of base units:

metre = m
square metre =
cubic metre = rris"

litre = / (not I)
kilogram = kg
degree Celsius or C

2. Metric symbols should not be capitalized nor followed by a period unless their position in a
sentence requires it. (Exceptions are units named., in honor, of a person, for instance,
Celsius.)

3. There must be a space between the numerical value and the symbol of the unit.

4. The symbol for the plural is the srme as that for the singular.

5. Units of area and volume should be written with an exponent, for example, m2, km2, m3,

cm3. (The pharmaceutical "cc" is not used to indicate metric volume or capacity.)

6. An ordinary lower case "1" could be mistaken for the numeral 1;*therefore, the symbol for
litre should be written in italics or cursive script.

7. If a nuMericavalue is less thin one (1), a zero must precede the decimal point: 0.5 instead
of .5.

ow.

8. It 'is necessary to use the degree symbol (?) with Celsius ( °C) in order to distinguish it.from
coulomb (C), which is a unit for measuring electrical current..

9. The Celsius scale is preferred to the Kelvin scale as the international temperature scale,
even though the Kelvin is the basic SI unit for absolute temperature. NOTE: the Celsius
scale was previously called the "centigrade" scale.

3.5.6 Considerable confusion exists regarding the spelling of some metric words. Sometimes a writer
SPELLING AND or agency will use one spelling, sometimes another. The Oregon Department of Education
PRONUNCIATION Metric Coordination Committee recommends using the spelling and pronunciation system first

used by the General Conference of Weights and Measures (CGPM) on the International System
of Units in its report, It was the 1960 conference which revised the older metric system to
create the International System of Units. The CGPM used the t-er suffix for names of

instruments;
for example, odometer, micrometer, thermometer and meter. The suffix t-r-e is

used for names of units; for instance, micrometre, litre and metre. .

The CGPM plan Jos...pronunciation also reflects internal consistency. The second syllable in
names of instruments should be the accented one, as in odometer, micrometer and
thermometer. The accented syllable in names of units should be the first one, as in centimetre,
micrometre and kilometre. Thus, internal consistency becomes a factor in both spelling and
pronunciation. This system has the added advantage of continuing the spelling and
pronunciation of instruments to which Americans are already accustomed.

If this internal consistency in both spelling and pronunciation is maintained, particularly in
regard to the words "kilometre" and "micrometre," 1he potential for confusing readers' or
listeners is reduced. Furthermore,. this system is consistent with the spellings andpronun-
ciations used in the 1960 International General Conference on Weights and Measurements
report.

3.5.7 The confusing and inconsistent use of the terms "mass" and "weight" is a different type of
MASS vs matter (pun intended!). The terms "mass" and "weight" mean different things and should not

WEIGHT be used as synonyms. "Mass" refers to the amount of matter in an object. Mass is measured in
terms of grams in the metric system. "Weight" refers to the influence of gravity on an object.
Gravity is measured in newtons. An astronaut will have the same mass on earth as on the moon,
because the amount of matter will be the same in either case, but his/her weight will differ d
to the different gravitational faces.

-*These initials are based on the French spelling of the term, Le Systeme Iriternational d Unites.

13
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3.5.8
AUTHORITATIVE
REFERENCES

3.6 MEASUREMENT:
APPLICATION

3.6.1
MAKING
APPROPRIATE
CHOICES

346.2 ,

APPROXIMATE
NATURE OF
MEASUREMENTS

3.6.3
CONVERSIONS,
A NON01

ist

The common use of the 'verb "weigh" contributes to confusion over these two terms. More
accurate words Auld be "measure," "determine" or "find." This handbook deals with units of

mass rather than aieight; thus grams and kilograms are used.

Every metric education leader should have a good reference for questions on spelling, symbols,
definitions and style. The ODE Metric Coordination Committee recommends the following
documents. Each is reliable, widely acceptable and low in cost.

The first is the Metric Practice Guide, E 380.76, American Society for-Testing and Materials,
1916 Race Street, Philadelphia, PA 19103. It costi14.00. The second is the NBS Special
Publication 330, The International System of Units (Sl), pational Bureau of Standards (SD
Catalog No. C 13.10:330/3), Superintendent iff Documents,.U. S. Government Printing Office,
Washington, D. C. 20402. It costs $1.00. A, third reference,,is the Metric Units of Measureand'
Style Guide, 'USMA Metric Practice Committee, U. S. Metric Association, Inc., Boulder,
Colorado 80302.

This handbook contains an "application" section for each kind of measurement, from length to
temperature. Students should be encouraged to gain experiences in mtasuring everyday objects.

While going through the "application" exercises with the Class, the teacher should remember
the following principles:

1. All measurement learning should originate from "hands -on" activities and experiences.

2. The importance of estimating measurements and then verifying that estimate should be
stressed.

3. M'any activities should inuplve directmeasurement with metrically scaled instruments.

The actual sip units should be used, not the scaled-down versions found in some
commercial metric materials. This will help students.acquire a correct impression of ur**,

size. ,

As students progress, teachers should continue to chace emphasis on choosing appropriate units
of.measurement (e.g., a unit of length to measurelength).

,0

In addition, students should become sensitive to the size of the units they use. Choosing small

units for small distances ang large units for large'distances is more convenient' and results in
more accurate measurements: Students should also learn to choose instruments appropriate to

the attribute to be rheaSuredf e.g., the balance to measure mass.
I

Learners have often been given the idea that Measurement is an exact science. Textbook
measurements like 0.37:sometimes'ereate the impression that this measurement is eact, but
0.37 probably means the quantity is somewheye.between 0.365 and 0.375." Every now and
again. learners should be reminded of the approximate nature of measurement. (In the interest
of byevity, this handbook cloak not deal with precision, significant digits, greatest possible` error

and relative error.)

During the teaching of basic metric measurement concepts and skills, it is not wise tb teach,.
conversion between systems. In fact, usiAg conversions and teaching standardized units before
the learner's discovery of a need for standardizing may be the two most frequent erro in the

teaching of measurement! If conversions become necessary, conversion tables, cha is or
calculators should be used rather than memorized conversion factors:

. Some referents are useful, however,4uring the early stages of the changeover.o

A metre is a little longer than a yard.

A litre is a little larger than a quart.

14*,
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A kilogram is a little more than two pounds.

An inch, is about 2:5 centimetres.
DP

Teachers might introduce common metric measurements by relating them to objects with
which the students are familiar, for instance:

One white Cuisen'aire rod is cubic centimetre.

1500 m is apprOximately one mile.

One plump raisin has a mass of about one g.

One nickel has a mass of about five g.

- Theettemperature at which water freezes is 00 C.

The temperature at which water boils is 1000 C.

37° C is normal body temperature,

One /..(about one 'quart) of water hat a mass of.one kg.

. A jumbo paper clip is about five cm by one cm. It has a wire diameter of one mm and a ,
mass of less than two g.

Think Metric

Students need to THINK METRIC. They should not be dependent on a translated measurement
system. Thinking metric means visualizing relative size in metric units. Students should be

-encouraged to use the more common metric units even when doing conversions within the
metric system. Conversion from one less-used unit to another (such as km to dm) and the
addition of unlike units are generally, impractical exercises. The emphasis should be directed
toward understanding the relationships among metric units, which are all based on powers of
ten.

A
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4.1

4. MEASUREMENT ACTIVITIES

DIAGNOSTIC AND/OR LEARNING EXERCISES

This section of MEASUREMENT. . .with Metric presents a series of premeasurement and
measurement activities. The suggested acuities at each of the learning levels may be used as
diagnostic or learning exercises. Teachers are encouraged to tailor each activity to meet their
students' needs.

,
4.414c,

A diagnostic approach allows the teacher to prescribe the most appropriate learningfactivities as
the student progresses from concept to concept on a given learning level anclioreto adyance
from learning level to learning level within a given measurement concept. (See chart on page
13.) In some instances an activity mty be designed to help a child achieve a new learning level
and it may, .involve two or more measurement concepts. Additional learning activities are
exhibited in the AIT television series and in the teacher guide which accompanies it. (See pages
36-37.)

METRIC: A RESPONSE

It should also be noted that this handbook does not spell out specific strategies for introducing
the.metric system itself, except to Indic* that this may occur at the learning level referred to
as "standard unit." This placement suggests that introducing the metric system occurs as a
responie to a discovered need for a standardized unit. This strategy will also be observed in the
television series "MeasureMetric."

Teachers generally recommend that only those parts of the metric ?ystem be intIoduced which
are needed by the students at that point in their development. These parts are referred to in this
handbook as "standard units." Students can add units to their collection as they need them.

MEASUREMENT...with Metric stresses the commonly used prefixes. The entire set of prefixes
will be presented, however, as the base ten nature of the metric system is developed.

Although the recommended approach to the teaching of measurement is the "hands-on" one,
teachers will still need to make some decisions regarding the Memorization (base units, system
of prefixes, symbols), drill and practice which they require of students. In general, the teaching
of the metric system as a part of the more basic area of the teaching of measurement, offers
many options to teachers in choosing from their personal collection of strategies, materials and
methods of evaluation.

The following activities are presented in the form of instructions to teachers. The exercises are"
simple but demonstrate important measurement concepts. Some of them include an
"extension" activity which represents a step forward from the basic activity. It may be
appropriate only for some students.

CONCEPT I: LENGTH

4.1.1 LENGTH: CONSERVATION

4.1.1.1 See "The Paper Strip Activity" in 'Teacher Workshops" pages 4547, for a series of ietivi1ies
dealing with the concept of length. The series involves all five learning levels.

4.1.1.2 Provide two.strips (such as paper or string) which are about the same length. Ask the learner if
their lengths are the same. Trim the strips, if necessary. Perform several experiments to see how
bending, curving and folding influence the length. Then have students cut One strip into three
pieces to determine how cutting influences the length. ---.- "-,

it 17
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4.1.1.3

; 4.1.1.4

Provide two sticks of about the same length. Have students place one on top of the other, shift
one a little to one side arid compare the lengths. Have them place one stick farther from the
viewer than the other and compare the lengths. Then have them place the two sticks in several
different positions to determine if this changes their length.

Look at the illustration and determine which of two straight line segments represents a greater
distance; for instance, is the'distance between A and B the same if the line is slanted? If one line
is vertical and one horizontal? I fen object is placed between A and B?

'
B

13 , :A I

t
.

A B , "
1 - ----.,

4

v
A A B

vtr.
( 4. .

4.1.1.5 Have the learner form hilo identical rows of 10-15 precut-squares. The learner can see that the
number of squares in each row is equal, to the number in the other through a one-to-one
correspondence. Have students place the squares in one row further apart. Which row has more
squares? Place the squares from one row u pile and question the learner about the number of
squares in the pile compared to the numbehAsquares in the remaining row. -

4.1.1.6

4.1.1.7

%.1 Have students color one edge of each square with short, diagonal lines. Then have them arrange
the squares so that the colored margins fOrrri a continuous straight line. Rearrange the squares
so that' the line forms a zig-zag pattern. Ask students if the total length of the colored line
changed when the squares were rearranged. EXplore various patterns.

\\\ \SOW, \\ \\ .\\\

Have learners demonstrate on a geoboard a number of different shapes which all have the same
perimeter. Strips of paper ribbon or string should be substituted for the rubber bands usually
used in order to maintain the constancy of the perimeter.

4.1.1.8 At, Have teams.build towersout of the same number'of equally sized blocks. Have different teams
build their towers by starting from various levels within the room, for example, from the floor;
a chair, or a stairstep. Discuss and compare the heights of the towers.

4.1.2 LENGTH: COMPARISON

4.1.2.1

4.1.2.2

Arrange for the class to view the first program of the metric television series MeasureMetric.
and participate in appropriate pre-program and post - program activities selected from
MeasureMetric Teacher's Guide' and/or the activities listed below.

,

Have students list some common properties -other than sizecolor, shape, texture, odor and
taste, for examplethat can be used to compare objects. Compare them by observing each

property.

MeasureMetric, Agency for Instructional Television, Bloomington, Indiana, 1976.
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4.1.2.3 Have students make two belts from ribbons, string or unmarked tape, and compare the length
of the two,belts to their heights. Then have them use ribbon, string or unmarked tape, and
compare the distance around their heads to that of their waists, their heights, and their feel.
Compare the distance around their wrists to that of their heads, waists and ankles. What
relationships can be found? Are they the .same for all students?

4.1.2.4 Measure the height of each student. Then cut individual strips of adding machine paper equal to
each student's height. Tape the strips to a wall, starting each from the floor, thus forming a
graph. Have the class rearrange the order of the strips from tallest to shortest. Similar graphing
may be done with various body measures.

4.1.2.5 Have the class keep a graph to show the increasing heights of plants as they grow. Use paper
strips or paper straws, cut to each plant's height, as vertical bars.

4.1.2.6 Direct the students to prepare graph showing how tall everyone in their families is. Have
them /arrange the graph so that their family is ordered, tallest to shortest. They might even
include pets.

4.1.2.7 Have students.measure animals such as hamsters, gerbils, dogs and cats to learn if a "measuring
string" or a "measuring stick" is better to measure height, length, tail and tummy girth. Which
animal is taller? longer? fatter? Measure-each animal's cage. is there room enough for it to stand
up? lie down? stretch out? hide in a corner?

4.1.2.8 Have students use string to measure each other's shadows and heights. Have them compare the
length of their shadow to their height. Have students try this*t different times of the day. Have
teams of three students measure each other's height, and arrange the results in order from
tallest to shortest. Now have them measure their shadows,-Arrange shadow lengths from longest
to shortest. Extension. Have students graph their findings according to a scale of one to two or
one to four.

4.1.2.9 Lead the class in comparing two objects directly by placing them next to each other. Consider
heights, widths and lengths. Then have students compare three objects by placing onky two at a
time next to eash other (transitivity). Compare two large objects which cannot be placed next
to each other (e.g., door and window) by comparing each against a third smaller object, such as
a sheet of paper, unsharpened pencil, chalkboard eraser, etc. This exercise introduces the unit
concept.

-4.1.3 LENGTH: UNIT^CONCEPT

4.1.3.1

4.1.3.2

Arrange for the class to view program 2 of MeasureMetric and participate in appropriate
pre-program and post program activities selected from MeasureMetric Teacher's Guide* and/or
the activities below.

N

Have learners measure various listances by making lines (trains) of sticks, straws, Cuisavaire
rods, paper clips, lima beans, macaroni and their own foot or hand patterns. For instance, have
students place seven straws end to end. Extension: Measure some distances by using only one
object counted repeatedly, for instance, one straw moved and counted seven times.

4.1.3.3 By saipping off, heel to toe to heel, have the students determine the "foot" count for various
-,, objects or shadows. Have them cut out a paper "personal foot" pattern and use it for measuring

a variety of objects. They may use a hand or a finger, too. Ask several students or groups to

Measurekletric Teacher's Guide, Agency for Instructional Television, Bloomington, Indiana, 1976.
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measure the same object and compare theiirwitstts. Have the class choose one person's hand,
finger or foot as a common unit, then have several persons or groups measure the same object
and compare their results.

4
4.1.3.4 Have each learner use his/her "pace" or len4 of step to measure a" variety of objects and

shadows. Encourage comparison of results.

L.

4.1.3.5. Have students cut a string to Match their heights and ask them to find objeallhalf as tall or
twice as tall as themselves. Direct them to fold the string in half and use this. new length as a'
unit fOr measuring other objects.

IM

4.1.3.6 Have tiv class estirnafe the length of the chalkboard tp terms of pencils, sticks, paper dips,
books, paper strips, sheets of paper, linoleum tiles or erasers and then measure.and verify the
estimations. Have them tell a friend in face to face conversation, by telephone or by letter,
about the length of the chalkboard.

4.1.3.7

4.1.3.8

4.1.3.9

11

4Have learners choose their own measuring units and mak measuring "sticks" and measuring
"tapes." The sticks may be made from unmarked moldi9g (scraps from the local lumber yard).
Tapes may be madefrom adding machine tape (perhaps,Oinforced with a strip of masking tape)
or two strips of masking tape put together. Learner4sem'ay wish toname units or instruments in
then- honor. O ;4

Students shodld use these instrurgents in a variety of measurement actiVtrtin. Have them
compare their results with those of other students. Extension. Have learners use their chosen
units -to measure some very small objects and some large Objects. Discusradvantages
inherent in using cliftrit units in each case so that students discover the need for more than
one unit. .

Make chains of various lengths from, paper dips, and use each chain a unit. Have students-use
one of their units to measure a pre-selected distance (known only byethe teacher to be abbot 10
paper clips long). Then have them measure the pre-selected distance in terms of the following
chain units: a chain of 2', 5, 8, 10 and 20 paper clips. Measure o5jvcts of Carious sizes tiVith
different chains. Which size unit results in a measurement system.which is most compatible
with the base ten numeration system? Extension: Have learner-I develop a base ten-measuring
system with multiples and submultiples according to learner discovered needs for convenience
and accuracy. Basic units may be straws as.well as paper clips. Then submultiples can be.made
by cutting, and multiples can be made by threading straws on a string.

Use a paper clip for a unit called "clip" and a chain of ten paper clips for a unit called "chain."
Have the class measure a variety, of objectft&desk, hand, foot, book, box, sheet,of paperto
the nearest "clip.'';Then have them measure other objectsdoors, windows, rooms=to 'the
nearest "chain." H can better accuracy be obtained? Devise and try out a plan. Encoufage*
estimation as a part of "chain" and "clip" measurements. 0-4\

A

4.1.3.10 Have students measure large objects in terms of a small basic unit. Help thernt discover the need
for a larger unit as a multiple of the basic one. Then have them measure betwben limits. A sheet
of paper, for example, might be between two and three pencils in length. Help students seethe
need to subdivide the basic unit when smaller units will make accurate measurement easier.

, 4.1.4 LENGTH:'STANDARD UNIT
P

4.1.4.1 Arrange for the ptgs *to view program S of MeasureMetric and participate in approfriate
pre-program and post-program activities selected from MeasureMetric Teacher's Guide* and/or
the activities below.

MeasureMetric. Agency for Instructional Television, thowington, indjana, 1970.
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4.1.4.2 Ask students to use a tape measure and ruler to find some dimension of their bodies that
closely approximates a,metre, decimetre, centimetre and millimetre. Record the findings. These

4
results will be useful in estimating distances.

4.1.4.3 'Provide paper or plastic straws. These can be cut into one cm, five cm or.any other lengths. A
different color for each length is helpful. Have the class measure a variety of objects in terms of
the straws. -Students in the primary grades enjoy straw "rulers" and they provide a neat
transition from nonstandard units to standard units. So do "jumbo" or five cm paper clips.

4.1.4.4 Happiness Contest: Form groups or teams of two to four people. Have students measure the
smiles of their group to the nearest millimeth. Who has the widest smile? Which group has the
widest smile, collectively? Extension: Graph the results.

4.1.4.5

4.1.4.6

J

Place' two one-metre sticks or two actual size drawings eng to end, as in the diagram. Point A is
at zero. Other labeled points are located as shown. Have students write the decimal form of
each of the following lengths imetres: AB, AC, AD, AE, AF, AG, AH , Al. (Try FH, GH, HI.)

A B C 1m E FD G H

7111 I 1

II7 14 1 1 1 1

1 1 I I 1 I I 1 1

11 32 13 14 IS II II I$ 1 1
I I I I I I I I I

3 2 3 4 3 3 1 O f
1 11 1 1 1 1 I
nut3s4 ts te 17 is is

1 I I 1 1

21 22 23 24 25
1 1 I I

24 27 i1 21 33

II

/0 100 4. 10 20/
This.illustration is not to scale, but models use in the classroom should be actual size.)

Extension: Some teachers have found that metre sticks in which the numerals on the stick
count centimetres are excellent physical models of number lines inTare useful for teaching
number concepts in primary grades. Older students may gain practice with "thousandths" by
finding points along the millimetre marks. Millimetre marks are not included in the illustration
above, but do appear on many metre sticks.

Renaming metric measurements: This activity provides an opportunity for some "guided
' discovery" exercises utjlizing decimal-fraction notation. Such exercises should be based on

previously learned mental short-cut procedures for multiplying or dividing decimals by 10, 100
and 1000. Some well-selected exercises may lead the learner to two generalizations: (1) to
change a ketric measurement to smaller units, multiply by 10, 100, or 1000 and (2) to change
a metric measurement tigarger units, divide by 10, 100; or 1000. After students discover this
generalization, de-sign.some follow-up exercises which use the decimal nature of the metric
prefixes and which guide learners to the following conclusion: To rename metric measurements,
write the numeral so that the decimal point is just to the right of the digit in the column which
names the measurement unit to be used. Observe the first of the f9ur examples below. In
3 570.1 cm the digit 9 names the number of centimetres. In 35.791 m the digit 5 names the
number of metres. In 3 579.1 cm the digit 5 also names the number of metres.

°

examples:

E E
E E

E E -0 E-o
'3 5. 7 9. I cm 35.791 m 2. 4 6 8 m= 2 46t mm

E E cs E
.c -0 E

E

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 mm = 345 678.9 cm ; 3 456.789 m = 3.456 789 km

Note that numerals are arranged in blocks of three digits, without commas, and that apace
occurs between-the lasdigit and the symbol for the unit.

27
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4.1.4.7 Teachers have used several forms of "expanded notation" to reinforce the place-value concept
of decimal numeration. Use .an analogous procedure to Ifringout the decimal feature of the
metric system.

Examples:
356 = 300 + 50 + 6
356 cm = 3 m + 5 dm + 6 cm
25.73 = 20 + 5 + .7 + .03
25.73m= 2 dam+ 5 m+7 dm+ 3cm

4

A

4.1.4.8 Mr. Boyd Henry illustrates the idea of decimal point placement with a simple, mechanical
procedure for changing from one metric unit to another. He uses a staircase chart.* Have
students locate th,e original unit on oneof the steps, count the steps to the new unit.and move
the decimal point that many steps in the same direction, as illustrated below. The chartand the
procedure will work in the same manner for units of length, volume or mass.,

4.3.4.9

kilo-
unit

hecto-
unit

deka-
unit

EX' 345.67 cm = 3.4567 rn.-

3.4567 m

base unit

AIM

count steps

deci-

unit 345.67 cm

centi-
unit ,

milli- 1

unit
0

Have the learners make their own metre or centimetre sticks or tapes by using unmarked

molding, adding machine tape or masking- tape. They should use their own instruments in a

.variety of measureme?t activities. Have the learners compare their results to those obtained by
others. Include some activities which create a need for multiples :and sub-divisions of basic

units.

4.4.10 R
Conduct a unit recognition test. Give the student five lengths of paper, varying from each other
by about 15 percent. Make one of the lengths one m. Have the student select the one metre
length. Use the same procedure for the centimetre length.

4.1.5 LENGTH: APPLICATION

t

4.1.5.1 Arrange for the class to view program 4 of MeasureMetric and participate in appropriate,*
pre-program and postprogram activities selected frtrtyeasureMetric Teacher's Guide and/or
the activities below.

4.1.5.2 Have students estimate and draw the following straight line segments: I cm, 10 cm, 10 mm,
100 mm, 0.01 m, Q.1 m. Then have them use a ruler and draw the actual length. Outdoor
activities may involve the metre *Id kilometre. For an alternative activity give students line

segments of various lengths and have them estimate and then verify the lengths.

Boyd Henry, Teaching the Metric System, (Chicago: Weber Costello, 19741, p. 16.
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4.1.5.3 Have the student measure each of the following: his/her height, length of smile, cubit, arm
spart length and width of forefingdr, length of shoe, length of stride and height. Then ask
him/her to measure the length and width of a dollar bill, length and width of a door, diameter
and thickness of a *nickel, length and width of a jumbo paper clip and the diameter of the wire.
Measure many common objects. Extension: After some experiences measuring objects, learners
should be encouraged to estimate lengths. Do-not penalize poor estimates as this discourages
estimating. The procedure should be to estimate, record and then verify with a measurement.
Estimating can be made easier by using the results of measuring such things as those listed
above. For example, have students mark off a 10 m distance and count the strides in it. Repeat
several times and determine the average.

4.1.5.4 Instruct students to measure the ':bounce height" of several different balls when dropped from
several different heights and record the results. Extension:'Graph the results to scale, e.g.,.

- -.
1 mm = 1 cm.

4.1.5.5 Make a deck of cards for playing "twenty-one:. Each card should have a line segment on its
face. The segments are one, two, three, four or five centimetres in length. The three cm length
should be included more than the others, and the one cm and five cm lengthi;should occur least
-frequently. Use rules as in the card game called "twenty-one." Have each player decide lengths
through estimating' rather than measuring. Players win when they get a sum closei to 21 cm
than the dealer does, without going over. An actual measurement will verify winners. For use at
the primary level, ten may be chosen rather than 21, although any number may be used.

4.1.5.6 Hold a prediction contest. Participants may practice and measure the events until they feel
confident. Then each participant predicts what he ,or she will do in each event, records the
predictions, performs each event, measures and records. Determine tbe,,total numerical
difference between the prediction and the actual rpeasurement. This activity may be conducted
as a competition between individuals or teams. (It's more fun for teams!) -This entire activity
may also be done with nonstandard units.

p

4.1.5.7

4.1.5.8

Four Possible events are:

(a) Standing !Ong step. Participant takes one giant step from a starting line and measures from
line to heel with a centimetre tape measure;

(b) Cotton ball put. Participant "puts" a cotton ball from a starting line and measures with a
centimetre tape from line to where the balkstops;

(c) Straw javeline throw. Participant hurls a straw javelin from the starting line and uses a
metre stick to measure in centimetres from the line to the yading point of the javelin;

(d) Paper plate discus throw. Participant hurls the discus, then uses a trundle wheel to measure
,,in-metres from the line to the leading edge of the discus.

Have students ;Treasure the height of objects and the length of their shadows to discover a
relationship. Then determine the height of other objects by measuring their shadows.
Extension: Graph the results.

Hold a "Mystery Measurement" contest. Have the class measure assorted objects in the
roomboxes, books games, cards, furniture. Include some standard-sized items.. Record the ,
dimensions. (Areas or volume may be used, depending on the learning level Of the student(s).)
Write sets of "mystery dimensions" on the chalkboard. Ask students to use their measuring
instruments to measure objects uritil they can identify the mystery objects. Extension:
Students may play a mystery contest by contributing their own mystery dimensions.
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4.1.5.9 Help students determine perimeters. Prepare a workshett by drawing a number of geometrical
shapes. Use actual metric lengths. Tell students to use 4 metric ruler and find the perimeter or
distance around each figure. Draw a variety of shapes, making the degree of complication
appropriate to the learner. Here are a few examples:

kb

Group 1:

Group 2: Find the total perimeter of the letters.

...

4.1.5.10 Help students find a way to measure the distance a nut travels up or down a bolt during one
complete turr9. Work with students in measuring the thickness of one sheet of paper. One way
of doing this is to measure the thickness of a stack of 100 sheets, then compute the thickness of
one sheet.

4.1.5.11 Have students construct as many rectangles as possible, such that the perimeter of each is 20 cm

and the widths are a whole number (i.e., 1, 2, 3,...) of centimetres. This may be done on
geoboards, metric graph paper,* or plain, paper. Extension: Have students create a variety of
dosed, twojmensional figures such that each side is a whole number of centimetres long, and

each perimeter is a given amount. (See cm2 paper at back of book.)

4.1.5.12

4.1.5.13

4.2 CONCEPT II : MASS

Are model cars realty models? Find a foreign car, if possible, its brochure and a model of it.
Have students use a metric ruler to measure the model's wheel base, frqnt track, rear track,
length, width and height. Then help them determine the scale and calculate the dimensions of
the real car. Compare the results to the. specifications given in the new car brochure.
Comparisons can bring out some interesting results!

`114

Have the class measure some outdoor physical objects. Make kale drawings and paint the
pictures. (The scale could be one m to one dm or one m to one cm.)

4:2.1 MASS: CONSERVATION

4.2.1.1 Place:a lump of modeling clay in one pan of an equal arm balance. (This may be a homemade
balance like the one described in 4.2.2.5.) Have students add objectSto the other pan until the

*Ask science teachers where they get metric (cm2) graph paper or make a copy of the centimetre square gcid

at end of book.

24
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4.2.1.2

a

ft

two 'pans balance. Now have them roll the modeling clay into a long, skinny "snake." Does it
still balance? Does it balance if the "snake" is broken into little pieces? Does it still balance if
the clay is molded into the shape of some animal? Have the class compare a ball of clay with

the clay squashed into a "pancake."

Using an equal arm balance, have the student compare the mass of an arbitrarily chosen unit
against a small bag of "goodies," for example, corn Chips or potato chips. Afterthe two objects
have balanced, remove the bag of "Adies" from the balance and crush the contents: (Careful

with the bag!) Have the ,student return the bag of "goodies" to the balance. Does it balance
now? What does this show?

Balance a quantity of unpopped popcorn with an equalmass of an arbitrarily chosen' amoun
mass, perhaps of modeling clay. Instruct students to pop the corn.and return it inclu the

unpopped kernels, to the balance. Does it balance now? (

4.2.1.4 Using ice cubes placed in a container, have a student balance them with an equal mass, perhaps
1....44:deling clay. Let the ice cubes melt. Return the container and its contents (now Aaterikto

the balance. Does it balance now?

4.2.1.5 Have students balance a pie or cake with anequal mass. Theh cut the pie or cake into a number
of servings, being careful that crumbs are not removed with the knife. Does the "goodie ", still

balance with the same amourVf mass? What does this show?

4.2.2 MASS: COMPARISON

4.2.2.1 Make a seesaw with a plank and a brick or building tile. (The worlds first equal arm 41ance?)

Find out which of two children has a greater mass. Compare different objects.
is.

4.2.2.2 Cut the tops from several milk cartons. Provide supplies 'of sand, rice, beans, marbles, popcorn

or other substances. Have the students putt amounts of the granular substance in two milk
cartons. Mark off two equal rectangles on a larger rectangular card. Label one of the pair with
the word "heavier." Then place the cartons on the card to show the correct mass relationship.

->

Heavier

:,

Heavier

a

41

4.2.2.3 Compare pairs of objects to determine which has greater mass. Have students lift them to
compare the mass of each and then verify thejr findings with an equal arm balance. Some )

suggested pairs are: ten rennies and ten dimes, 200 kernels of unpopped and 200 kernels of ,

popped popcorn, a bottle of glue and the same sized bottle of water, a chunk of metal and a

bag of feathers, chunks of different metals like lead and aluminum, an apple and an orange, a
banana and a tangarine, five potatoes and five onions, a baseball and a football, a softball and a

basketball

, .li.." .
air 4.2.2.4 Provide each team of two students with a variety of small objects. Have the students lift them

to compare their masses. Find objects having about the same mass: Askstudents to arrange
them in order from lightest to heaviest. Verify the order W using a balance.Extension: What is

the minimum number of times a balancl must be used to order three objects? Four objects?

Five objects?

A
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4.2.2.5 Help students make an .equal arm balance. Use one metre stick (or piece of molding, stick or
ruler about 40 cm or more in length); three clamps like the ones on clip boards; two containers,
for example, styrofoam cups, cottage cheese cartons, refrigerator plastic containers or cutoff
milk cartons; some string and some masking tape. Have the student place one clamp, handle up,
at tiie center of the stick and one clamp-near each end of the stick, handles down as illustrated.
Instruct the student to suspend the stick by putting a pencil or dowel through the handle of the
center clamp'and ten fasten.the pencil to a table top or a box so that it projects beyond the
edge. Cut the string into six 25 cm lengths and tape three strings toeach container. Tape the
three strings from each container to the handles of the two end clamps. Have students adjust
the clamps back- and forth until the stick is level.

a

Estignate the mass of many different objects and then use your balance to compare their
masses.

Supporting pencil or
dowel through here

A3 clamps

4111111

4.2.3 MASS: UNIT CONCEPT

Arrange for the class to view program 11 of Measure Metric a 'hd participate in appropriate
pre-program and post program activities selected from Measure Metric Teacher's Guide and/or
the activities below. '

4.2.3.2 Collect several sizes of iron washers. A large number of each of the sizes is needed. Some should
be very small, others quite large. Have the class use a balance to measure the mass of various
small objects in terms of combinations of washers. Students may have more fun by making
estimationsfirst. Record and compare results.

4.2.3.3 Using the metre stick balance constructed in 4.2.2.5, have students compare the mass of small
objects to some arbitrarily chosen Unit of mass. They may experiment by sel4cting "units"
from collections of different sized stones. Different students should compare their findings for
the mass of the same object. Have them write to a friend about the mass of the objects
measured to see if communication can occur when such units are used.

4.2.3.5

t.... ...

Using the balance learne 1 constructed in 4.2.2.5, have them choose a unit from collections of
objects such as marbles, per- clips, iron washers, lima beans, thumb tacks, nails, unused pieces
of chalk or chalkboard erasers. Then have them measure the mass of a variety of small objeets
in terms of the unit they,khave chosen. Have students compare results. Iscommunication easier
now than when they used stones for units, as in 4.2.3.3? Discuss. Extension: Choose from the
above materials an amount representing one unit. Use baggies Of material to make multiples of
that unit, in particular, two units, four units, and eight units. What amounts of mass could be
balanced with combinations of these units?

Using a balance, have students determine the mass of a rock kjp,, terms of the mass of an
arbitrarily chosen unit. Have them compare a unit mass of clay, for instance, with the mass of
the rock.
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If the rock has a greapr mass, more units will be needed. Have students make another unit mass
of clay with a mass'equal to the first unit. Compare them on the balance to verify that they are
equal. Then place the two units in one container and the rock in the other container to see if
the mass of the rock, is the same as two unitg. Make more units, if needed.

If the rock is less than one unit, or on further measurement is somewhere between whole units,
'subunits are needed. iipep at least one sole unit intact. Have students subdivide another unit
into halves, comparing the two on the brance. If further subdividing is needed, prepare quarter
units in the same manner. Continue subdividing until the mass of the rock can be measured
with a combination of the units created.

4.2.3.6 Have students make a balance. Start by drilling a hole in the exact center of a metre stick. Put a
hook through the hole. Cut off two half gallon milk cartons at a height of 103 mm so that each
carton laai acadacity of about one litre. Attach strings to the upper corners. Tape these to the
ends of the metre stick, adjusting them so that the stick will be level when suspended.

Have teams or "tribes" of students barter for goods. Each tribe should hoose a mass unit, fori
example, a marble, an eraser, a ,small' book, selected stones, a box of humb tacks, a pair of
scissors, a block of wood, a measured volume of vyater or sand. Each team will need to have a
number of their own unit available. a

For this actiOty, make the following units equal in value: two units or rice = three units of"
beans = four wilts of potatoes = one unit of yellow apples = one tend one-half units of red
apples = two and one-half units of bananas = three and one-half units of oranges = four and
one-half units of grapefruit.(As an alternative, rocks painted different colors for each com-
modity may represent units.) Give each tribe only one commodity.

Attempt "world trade" by using the equal combinations identified above. Since the tribes do
not trust each other, have them measure each transaction in terms of their own units and their
own balance. When the tribes discover that "world trade" is seriously hampered, ask a "council
of the tribes" to choose an "international" unit. Provide new supplies to all tribes so that they
can measure with the "international" unit. After some transactions with this "international"
unit, have the tribes discuss its advantages.

4.2.4 'MASS: STANDARD UNIT

4.2.4.1

4.2.4.2

. 4.2.4.3

Arrange for the class to view progrdm 12 of M asureMetric and participate in appropriate
pre-pt-ogram and post-program activities selected from MeasureMetric Teacher's Guide and/or

the activities below.

A set of mass pieces contains the following units:

1 g
4

Show how the above mass pieces can be used to represent masses of- one g, two g, three
g . . 15 g. Have students -find combinations of the pieces for each of the following: one g,
two g, three g, four g . . 15 g.

Hold a scavenger hunt. Have students find objects with masses equal to those specified in a

given list.. Prepare the list in advance measuring, with a balance, the mass of a variety of
objects common to learners. Following are some examples:

.

.00



kg (the teacher)
kg (the unabridged dictionary)
kg (a chair)
kg (a concrete block)
kg (a bottle with about one 1 of water)
g (a math book)
g (a chalkboard eraser)
g (a spelling book)
g (the apple on the teacher's desk)
g (a metric ruler)
g (an unsharpened pencil)

I

4.2.4.4 The mast, in grams, of water inThcontainer may be determined by using a balance. Have
students measure the mass of the container when 'empty and when filled, then subtract to
determine the mass of the water alone. Have them use this procedure with measured volumes of
water: 25 ml, 1/, 3!, 250 m/, 1500 ml, 600 m/, 40 cm3, and 2000 cm3. Such experiences are
intended tb help students discover a relations* between volume and mass.

_ /
An alternate' approach to this activity would have the student determining the volume of the
water from a given mass of water. Again, encourage students to look for a relationship.

,

4.2.4.5 Have students estimate and record the mass, in grams, of one litre of water. Then have them
measure 100 ml of water into a graduated beaker. Use the balance to determine the mass, in

grams, of the water. Use the results to compute the mass of 1000 m/, or 11, of water.
Emphasize the importance of this relationship in the metric system.

4.2.4.6 Ask students to find "story problems" involving weight in their math books. Ask them to
restate the problems, using metric units of mass, so that the new problems make sense.

1

4.2.4.7 Give students a unit recognition test. Place five objects, the masses varying from each other by
about 15 percent, in front of the students. One object should have a mass of one kg. Have the

. students select the mass of one kg by lifting rather they using a balance. .

1

4.2.4.8

'4

Ask students to arrange cutouts of the drawings below so that they form a big "M." The edges
that go together are marked with equal measurements of mass.

/

00

0
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4.2.§ MASS: APPLICATION
%te

4.2.5.1 Have students use a balance and find the mass of many Objects. Try books, a bunch of potatoes,
canned food, stones, pieces of wood, pieces of metal, Nsers, shoes, thems'elves, one litre of
materials like beans, rice, sand, water or marbles. After some measuring experiences, learners
should be encouraged to estimate masses. Estimates should be verified with measurements.

Extension: Hold an e mation contest. Have teams estimate the mass of various objects and
then record the e mates. Verify them by using a balance. Devise a scoring system like
"estimates with okne kg are worth one team point. Those within 5001 are worth two team
points. Those Within 250 g are worth three team points and so on." Call particular attention to
the miss of various quantities of water, for instance, 1.0 1 and 0.5 1.

4.2.5.2

4.2.5.3

4.2.5.4

4.2.5.5

4.2:5;6

Divide the class into teams. Have each team choose items whose masses it will determine. Then
have the teams record the names of the objects and their estimate of each object's mass. Now
havetach team use a balance to determine the mass of each object. Teams may wish to measure
the opposing team's set of objects. The difference between the actual and the estimated mass is
calculated for each object. The team whose estimate was closest earns five points, next closest
earns four points, and so on. Highest total of team points wins. (Winners do not have to help
put all the equipment away!)

Hold a prediction contest. Put some popped popcorn in container A, -marbles in container B,
small stones in container C, beans in container D and similarly sized substances in other
containers. Have a student reach into a container with one hand to grab as much of that
substance as possible. Measure the mass in grams with a balance. After sufficient practice, have
09ch participant predict his or her "one- hand - grab" for each container. Record the predictions.
Measure all performances with a balance and reco ?d results. Calculate each person's score as the
difference-between the predicted total and the actual total. Individuall.or teams may compete,
although a team approach will be more fun. Note that this activity may be tried at an earlier
learning level if nonstandard units are used.

Collect unopened containers of a variety of dry cereals. Be sure to cover the part of the label
which lists the net contents. Collect a like set of empty containers. Have learners calculate the
mass of the net contents by using a 13111we to measure the mass of each container. Have
students do the same with laundry detergents, canned food, boxed candy and other substances.

Provide a balance with one-gram mass pieces, a small postal or diet scale graduated in grams and

several envelopes stuffed withldifferent amounts of paper Have the student measure the mass of
each envelOpe, determine the amber of postage stamps needed, calculate the mailing cost agd
record the results on a worksheet for determining mailing costs. The teacher will needto supply
students with a chart shOwing mailing rates based on inass in grams.

I
t

Have students determine the grams of mass in an apple and record. Then have them take a bite,

determine the mass and record it. Students should repeat bites until they have finished the
apple. Are the bites all the same size? What was the largest? smallest? average? How much of

the apple was eaten?

4.2.5.7 Provide one large bag of unpopped popcorn and onesmall bag containing 20 kernels of-
unpopped popcorn. Have students estimate the number of kernel n the large bag. Have them

measure the mass of both bags of popcorn and figure out the number of kernels in the large bag

without having counted them.

4.2.5.8 Make billfold-sized cards with a centimetre scale along the margin. On one side of the card prjnt
some approximate comparisons between customary and metric units. (You may wish' to include
both length and mass.) On the other side print some approximate metric measurements of
several carefully selected comnion objects. I f the students plan the card and choose the items,



the project will be more meaningful to them. Have lhe cards plasticized or laminated. The
students may use these cards themselves or give them as gifts to parents or to visitors. The cards
could also be sold as a money-making project.

4.2.5.9 Help students discover a relationship between mass and volume. Supply two solid cubes of the
same material, perqps one whose edges are one cm and the other whose edges° are three cm.
Have students measure the edge of each cube to the nearest centimetre and record. Then have
them compute the numerical ratio of the lengths of the edges of the two cubes. Have them use
a balance to measure the mass of the smaller cube to the nearest gram and record. Instruct them
to lift both cubes and estimate the mass of the larger cube in grams and record. Then have the
students use the balance to measure the mass of the larger cube to the'nearest gram and record.
Tell them to compare this result with their estimate. Finally, have them compute the numerical
ratio of the masses of the two cubes and record. Discuss their findings.

4.3 CONCEPT III: AREA

4.3.1 -AREA: CONSERVATION

4.3.1.1 Direct the student to arrange 48 congruent paper squares on a.table so that they form two large
rectangles of 24 squares each. Rearrange the squares of one rectangle so that space appears
around each square. Have the student decide which group of squares covers more of the table.

4.3.1.2 Have students construct four different rectangles such that each region has an area of 24 square
units. This may be done with coordinate paper, with a geoboara or with square pieces of paper
as in 4.3.1.1. To relate this activity to length, ask students to find the perimeter of each of th r

fectangles..

4.3.1.3 Provide students with 16 paper right triangles, all the same size and shape. Ask the Students to
put them in two equal piles. Have them place the triangles from one pile next to each other on
the table so that some kind of shape is created. Then have the students build a different shape
with the triangles from the other pile. Dp the two shapes have the same area? If the answer is
"yes," ask students tfdr an oral explanation. F inallx, show students the areas are the same,
either by rearranging one group of triangles to match the other or by putting the triangles from
one shape on top of the triangles.-in the other.

4.3.1.4 The "Fields of Grass" problem:

Pasture A Pasture B

J
Pastures A and B have equal area. if the three barris on pasture A were placed together they
would just cover the same area as the one barn on pasture B. Which pasture has more grassland?
Have students prove-their answer. They may illustrate jt with drawings, cutouts, felt board or
lake and sland board.

4
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4.3.2 AREA: COMPARISON
. -

4.3.2.1

4.3.2.2

Have each student draw an outline on a piece of paper around his/her hand or foot. Have
classmates compare hand sizes. Then instruct students to hold two outlines against a window
pane, place one ove? the other, and compare hand or foot sizes with those of their classmates.

Distribute a picture to each student. On the picture have the student circle some specifratems,
for instance, the largest ball or smallest person. Next, have the student find larger or smaller
items of the same kind in other pictures. This exercise will help students learn to compare sizes
of objects in pictures. It will also help develop their vocabulary.

4.3.2.3 Have students' compare large. areas by counting off the number of smaller units (squares or
triangles), in each. Give the students a unit square and a unit triangle. Have them place the
measuring unit on the drawings and trace around it until the whole area has been covered. Then
count the number 91 units in each region. Order the three regions from smallest to largest or
largest to smallest. For convenience, this activity may be done on graph paper.

measuring unit

A

Nmeasuring unit

D

4.3.3 AREA: UNIT CONCEPT

4.3.3.1

4.3.3.2

Sample 1:

B

Sample 2:

,

Arrange for the class to view Program 5 of MeasureMetric and participate in appropriate
preprogram and postprogram activities selected from MeasureMetric Teacher's Guide and/or
the activities below.

Have students determine the area of a tabletop in terms,of sheets of paper, linoleum tiles,
erasers, newspapers, bOoks, towels, notebooks, blankets and other objects. Discuss the
advantages and disadtaintages of the various units used. Have students try to communicate
measures via telephone or letter.

F
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4.3.3.3 Have students determine the area of a tabletop in kerms of rectangular sheets of paper, squares,
triangles, trapezoids, circles, pentagons and irr pular shapes.. Discuss advantages and dis-
advantages of the various units used. Instruct ttz s to try to communicate the measurements
by telephone or letter. ;

..,

0

4.3.3.4 Have the class determine the area of a tabletop, a froor, a notebook cover and the school
grounds in terms of little squares, middle-stzed squar large squares. Discuss the advantages

and disadvantages of the various units aced.

4.3.3.5 Have the class measure a wall or floor or'football fielcl in terms of 'sheets of newspaper. Try the
measuring with different sized newspapers. i

4.3.3.6

-k%

i

4.3.3.7

Supply students with precut figures of squaresectangles, triangles, parallelograms, trapezoids,
circles and irregular combinations of these shapes, The figures may have whole number or
fractional dimensions, such as 3.2, 3.5 or 3.95, according to the needs and developmental' levels
of students. The cutouts may be made of cardboard, tagboard, plastic or a similar substance.
Students also need-graph paper.

After the students have received their figures, ask them to choose an area unit and outline it on
their graph paper. Place the precut figures on the graph paper and draw around the various
shapes. Have students count the number of their chosen units enclosed by each boundary. This
process will probably create problems related to approximating and to the lack of a common
unit. It also presgnts an opportunity to practice estimating and then counting.

As an alternate activity, ask students to outline or draw a number of Shapes which all have the
A same area.

Have each team of students select a nonstandard unit to measure the area of the floor and the
area of the teacher's desk top. Have teams decide if they want to use the same size unit to
measure both areas. After the teams have determined the two areas, have each prepare a letter
in which it places an order with a supplier for carpeting and formica. Ask the teams to read the

-letters out loud to see if they contain sufficient information to fill the orders. When students
have discovered a communication problem (a need for standard units), ask them to develop a
plan for solying this gap.

41:- 7,- U 1...
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4.3.4 AREA: STANDARDIMIT

4.3.4.1

I

Arrange for the class to view program 6 of MeasureMetric and participate in appropriate
pre-program and postprograrrY activities selec\ed from MeasureMetric Teacher's Guide and/or
the activities below.

4.3.4.2 Supply students with precut figures of squares, rectangles, triangles, parallelograms, trapezoids,
circles and irregular combinations of these. The figures may or may not have whole number
dimensions. The cutouts may be of cardboard, tagboard, plastic or similar substances. Students
also need graph paper with a centimetre scale.

Ask students to outlirte a unit of one cm2. Then have them place the cutout figures on the
___. -graph paper, draw around the various shapes and count the number of one cm2 units enclosed

by each boundary. Students will have to do some approximating. Encourage them to estimate

before measuring.

---

Extension: Have students develop mathematical expressions for the area of different shapes, for

example, A = 1 x for the area of a rectangle.
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4.3.4.3 Make centimetre graph paper available. Have students trace the outline of their hands or feet
and calculate the number of square centimetres they cover. Lead a disco sion about
approximating. Have the class trace around a cube and determine the area of one face of the
cube. Ask the class if it matters how the cube is placed on the graph paper. What is the total
area of all faces of the cub/

4.3.4.4 Students may construct their own area ruler or grid with which to measure area. Construct a
centimetre scale grid on a sheet of clear plastic. A unit is a one-by-one cm square. Have students
place this sheet on various drawings and,find the areas by counting tfie squares within the
boundary. The drawings may include squares, rectangles, triangles, parallelograms, trapezoids or
combinations forming irregular shapes.

4.3.4.5 Provide students with a partial set of Cuisenaire rods consisting of four ten-rods (orange) and 15
one-rods (white). Several boxes are also needed. The length of each must be more than 40 cm
but less than 55 cm. The width of each must be more than 15 cru but less than 40 cm. Each
length and width should be a whole number of centimetres, not a fractional amount.

Have students use the rods to discover a plan for finding the area of the bottom of each box.
Answers should be presented as a drawing which shows the learner's plan rather than a
numerical answer. If Cuisenaire rods are not available, cardboard cutouts may be used.
Extension. Havetthe more adventurou students develop a plan for determining the area of
triangles, parallelograms, trapezoids and other shapes.

,;.

4.3.5 AREA: APPLICATION

4.3.5.1 Arrange for the class to view program 7 of MeasureMetric and participate in appropriate
pre-program and post-program activities selected from MeasureMetric Teacher's Guide and/or
the activities below.

4.3.5.2 Supply students with 1."-oicut figures or actual-size drawings of squared, rectangles, triangles,
parallelograms, trapezoids, circles And irregular combinations, of these. According Do the neAds
and learning levels of the studerfts -pie figures may have dimensions of whole numbers or
fractional parts, such as 3.5. Use cardfiCiard, tagboard or plaspc for the cutouts. Supply students
with metric rulers. Decide whether to have the students use formulas or the plan developed in
4.3.4.5. Ask the students to measure the figures and determine the area i5f each. Use the area
ruler constructed in 4.3.4.4 for verification.

%.

4.3.5.3' Supply students with centimetre graph paper. Have them construct, shade or draw as many
different rectangles as possible with an area of 24 cm2 and a length which is a whOle number of
centimetres. Have the class determine the perimeters of these rectangles. This activity may be
done on geoboards if the nails are at one cm distances. Have students construct rectangles of
the greatest possible area and the least possible area, each having a given perimeter, say 16 cm.
Extension: Instruct the class to tie a string in a loop of 24 cm and place it on graph paper to
determine the shape of the...figure having the greatest area within the string. Find the
approximate area of that figure. -

4.3.5.4 Play the "mystery measurements" game, using area measurements. See directions in 4.1.5.8.

,t

4.3.5.5 Have teams of students develop a plan for redecorating their classrooms. After choosing
appropriate metric measuring devices and units, have each team measure and determine the
.materials needed to carpet the flooc, paint the walls and ceiling, prepare drapes for the
windows, and cover the teacher's desrand a classroom table with formica. Have teams write or
phone their orders for,materials to another team to see if communication is possible.
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, Ask the students to determinst, the area of ,an irregularly shaped object, such as a leaf. Next,
have.them find the mass of a 'sheet of graph paper, determine the number of squares on the
page and calculate the mass for one square. Nbw, instruct them to trace the leaf pattern on the
graph paper, cut it out and find the mass of tta cutout. Compare its mass to that of one square
to determine the number of squares covered by the leaf. (Be- alert for possible confusion
betweeit the quantities of mass and .pf. agta when mass measurements are being used to
determine area.) Compare the results found by this method to those determined by counting
the squares inside the outline of the leas. Students may prefer to use heavier material like
tagboard, railroad board or cardboard and then draw' a metric grid on the material.

k
4.4 CONCEPT IV: VOLUME

4.4.1 VOLUME: CONSERVATION
- .

4.4.1.1 Have students balance one group of blocks with a different group. Do the groups still balance if
Vou build one group into a house?

4.4.1.2

4.4.1.3

PrOvidef five containers of about equal capacity but distinctly different shapes. Provide \sixth
container With a capacity smaller than the smallest of the others. Use it as a "standard."Pour
one "standard" 9f liquid or granular substance into each of the five containers. Compare and

discuss the heights of the substance in the five containers.

Have students pour a quantity of liquid or granular substance from a short, wide glass into a

taller, narrowerglass. If necessary, pour the volume. back and forth several times to show that
the volume does not change when the shape changes. Use a halfgallon milk carton cut off at a
line about 10.3 cm from the bottom Brid A. onequart milk carton cut off at the upper fold.
Each will cbntain about one litre. Have students pour from one container into the other. Jars

and cytons of v,afious shapes and sizes can also be used/

4.4.1.4 Have students pour about 650"m1 of colored water into each of two containers which are the
same size and shape. Label them A and B. Assemble four tall, narrow glasses and four short,

wide glasses or cups, too.

a, Ask if A and B contain the same amount of water. Adjust, if necessary, until the learner

agrees that they do.

b. Pour all the water from A into the four narrow glasses. Ask whether the liquid in the four
glasses combined or the liquid in B is greater in volume.

c. Pour ,all the water from the foul- narrow glassesback.into container A. Then pour allof it
from that container into the four wide glasses. Ask whether the liquid in the for glasses or

the liquid in B is greater in volume.

d. Pour all the liquid from B into the four narrow glasses. Ask which set of glosses contains a

greater volume. Verify by pouring from each set of glasses back into the original containers

and comparing again.
5.

.

4.4.1.5 Ask the students to predict what will hap2en when a solid cylinder of alumin is placed in a

container of water and then replaced with a solid cylinder made of another ma erial, Note tha

the cylinders must always be the same size and shape. They can be cut from rods otdiffere t
materials, for example, aluminum, steel, plastic and wood. These are obtainable from local'''.
metal shops, lumber yards and craft stores. Verify the predictions by measuring the massof the

water displaced by each cylinder as it floats or submerges in the water.
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4.4.2 VOLUME: .COMPARISON

4.4.2.1 Arrange for the class to view program 8 of MeasureMetric and participate in appropriate
pre-program and post-program activities selected from MeasureMetric Teacher's Guide and/or
the activities below.

4.4.2.2

Provide five containers of various shapes as illustrated. Have students order them from largest to
smallest volume by guessing. Verify by using a liquid or a granular substance which can be
poured.

4.4.2.3 Provide students with a variety of differently shaped containers. Teachers may wish to choose
sizes to include 250 rni, 500 ml, one 1, one pint and one quart. Label the containers A, B, C, D
and E respectively, but do. not indicate the v lumes. Have students use a granular substance or
water to fill the containers. Some pouring ck and forth should be encouraged as part of the
process of comparing volumes.Then ha e them order these. five containers from largest to
smallest. Extension. Help students discov which containers are equal to multiple amounts of a
smaller container.

AY.

4.4.2.4 Provide students with hollow models of cubes, rectangular prisms, triangular prisms, square-base
pyrernids,'cytinders, cones and spheres. A funnel will also be helpful. The cubes and square-base
pyramids shpuld have equal bases, and the length of their bases should equal the diameters of
the cylinder, cone and sphere. Have students compare the volumes of the three-dimensional
figures byfjlling one with water, sand or beans and then pouring into the other containers.
Extension: help those students interested to discover specific volume relationships among the
models.

4.4.3 VOLUME: UNIT- CONCEPT kY

4.4.3.1 Arrange for the class to view program 9 of MeasureMetric and participate in appropriate
pre-program and post-program activities selected from Measureekric Teacher' Guide and/or
the activities below.

-r,.

4.4.3.2

.4.4.3.3

'
Show students one container holding a given amount of water, three to five vialfuls. Ask them
to determine how many vialfuls were poured in. Begin with full vialfuls and then try half
vialfuls.Switctvto units other than a vial.

Ask students to determine the volume ox in terms of books, bricks, candy cartons, toy,
blocks,,buisenaire rods, cereal box , packing cases for refrigerators and other units. Discuss
advantages to be gained by choosing a convenient unit. Have the class communicate such
measures via telephone or letter to discover the communication difficulty when such

-nonstandard units are used. Students, for example; may place orders for quantities of material
to be purchased:
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4.4.3.4

.

Ask students to determine the volume of a box in terms of toy blocks, golf or ping-pong balls,
cans, milk cartons, perfume.Or pop bottles, cylindricalges and other units. Discuss advantages
to be gained by choosing a convenient unit. Have students communicate the measures via phone
or letter as in 4.4.3.3.

4.4.3.5 Have the class determine thg volume of several different sized boxes, of the room or of the
gymnasium in terms of Cuisenaire'rods, toy blocks, middle-sized cubes and large cubes. DisCuss
the advantages to be gained by e convenient choice of units in each case.

4.4.3.6. Provide an eye dropper, a measuring three containers (small, medium, large) and water.
Using the eye dropper, have students find how may drops of watei7fill the measuring si9on.
Then have them find how many spoonfuls are needed to fill thismall container. Pourings from
the small to large4container are permitted. Calculate the drops required to fill the largest of the
three containers. Explain how the answer was obtained.

4.4.3.7 Formulas or recipes given in "parts" emphasize the need to understand measuring units. Have
students become familiar withthis idea through making play-doh, bread dough, cookies, punch,
finger paint or papier-machet The class might want t6 try the following recipes:

4'

Chemical Garden

1 part household ammonia
3 parts water
3 parts table salt,
3 parts bluing,

Mix together 'and pour over rocks, sand, sponges, wood or bits of brick. Spread the
substance out on a metal tray. Let stand. Watch the crystals grow.

Punch

1 part fruit concentrate
4 parts water
1 part sugar

Ask students the following questions:

How much will the pitcher hold? How many little cans of concentrate should be used so the
pitcher will be filled with punch? How many cans of water will be needed? How much punch is
needed to serve the class? Suppose everyone wants "seconds"? Suppose half the class wants
"seconds"? -

4.4.4 VOLUME: STANDARD UNIT

4.4.4.1' Arrange for the class to view program 10 of MpasureMetric 'and partiCipae in appropriate
, pre-program and post-program activities selected from MeasureMetric Teacher's Guide and/or

the activities below. °

SUMMARY: MeasureMetric*

AIT's MeasureMetric

Program 1

Program 2

Program 3

Program 4
Program 5

Concept and Level as
'' found' in MEASUREMENT Page number

... with Metric where:found

i Nitroduction fo Meatbrement 18
..,, .

Length, unit concept 19

Length, strdard unit 20

Length, ar3plications 22

Area, unit concept 31

lleasureMetric, Agency for Instructional Television, Bloomington, Indiana, 1976.
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Program 6 Area, standard unit 32
Program 7 Area, applications 33°
Program 8 Volume, comparison 35
Program' 8" Volume, unit concept 35
Program 10 Volume, standard unit 36
Program 11 Miss, unit concept 26
Program 12 ass, standard unit ° 27

4.4.4.2 Provide each team with three or four bottles or jars of varioys shapes and sizes from ,100 m1 to
1000 ml. Thrqwaway I.V. bottles from the local hospital may be used. Ask students to observe
the ntimbers and lines on the I.V. bottles. They should find numbers for 100, 200,
300, ... 1000 m/ with small marks between those designating the units of one hundred. Ask
students what the small marks indicate. Then ask students what amounts are approximated
when the water level is half w4between two of the smaller marks.

Have students list some of the amounts that.can be measured with the I.V. bottle, for instance,
600, 625, 650, 675 and 700. What metric unit will be involved with the number 625? Now have
the teams estimate the volume of their other bottles to the newest 25 ml. After their
estimations are recorded to the nearest 25 m/, have teams use the I.V. bottles,to verify the
estimates. This activity could be done as an estimation contest with points7awarded for
estimates within 25 ml, 50 m/ and so on.

4.4.4.3 Have the class estimate the amount of liquid iq partially filled containers,of known capacity.
Get one estimate in terms of litres and one in terms of millilitres for each container. After the
estimates have been recorded, have students measure the liquid by pouring it into calibrated
containers. This activity may be done as an estimation contest. Award team points for estimates
within 1 1, 500 m/, 100 ml and 10 ml.

4.4.4.4 Have students deteimine,the volume of objeCts in millilitres and in cubic centimetres by noting
the samount of water displaced by the object. The objects should be small, sinkable ones, of
either regular or irregular shapes. Have students estimate the volume of the objects in millilitres
and in cubic centimetres, then verify their estimates by immersing the objects in water in a
graduated container. Have students calculate the difference in the water level to find the
object's volume in millilitres. Students may already. know one cm3 of water is one ml. If they
do not, use measurements of the regular objects to calculate the capacity in cubic,centimetres.
Compare the result to the volume in millilitres. After students have discovered the relationship,
they can find the cubic centimetres in irregular objects easily.

5 m1 when full .1 litre when full
1 litre when full

. 10 litre when full
1500 mi when full
to bottom,of neck 3 litres when full

200 ml when full

50 ml when full

600 ml wen full
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4.4.4.5

4.4.4.6

4.4.4.7

Hold an estimation.contest. Obtain a set of calibrated measuring containers and a collection of
containers of varying sizes and shapes. Include shampoo, mouth wash, hand lotion, detergent

and syrup bottles, ice box containers, jars and milk cartons. Some containers should have

regular sKapes and someirregurar ones. Arrange the containers in pair so that the voltimes are
different, but not noticeably so. Have students estimate which container ih each pair has the
greater volume. After students have recorded their guesses, instruct them to verify the guesses
with calibrated measuring containers. A scoying system may be used to determine the
"champion guesstimater."

Hold a prediction contest. Place several sponges of various sizes iri a bucket of water. Insert a
funnel into a graduated cylinder. Have students grab a sponge with one hand only, hold the

sponge over the funnel and squeeze as much water as possible out of it using only one hand.
Read the amount of water in millilitres. After sufficient practice have the students predict the

amount, record it, perform the event, record the actual amount and determine the difference
between the two amounts. Extension: If the class comprehends the displacement principles, try
another, more challenging prediction event, using sinkable objects of varying size and shape.

Have the class estimate the volume of the objects and record their estimates. Then verify the
estimates by measuring the amount of water each object displaces.

Conduct a unit recognition test. Obtain five cubes whose volumes vary from each other by
about 15 percent. One should have a volume of one /. Have students guess which cube that is.

Do this with cylinders, too. Use cylinders which vary only in diameter or in height, not both

dimensions.

4.4.4.8 Sponsor- a test-your-eye game. Assemble one graduated container, a set of three differently
shaped glasses, a set of three differently shaped bottle's and a larger, irregularly shaped,
unmarked container. Have studentt follow this game procedure: Put an amount of water in the
large, unmarked container. Pour all of that water into the three glasses so that each glass has the

same amount. Pouring back and forth among the three glasses to try to adjust the amodnt is
permitted so long as the grdcluated container is not used. Check the result by pouring the water,
one glass at a time, into the graduated container. Record the results. Play the same game using

t..6e set of three bottles.

SCALE: Reduced 3.15 Times
or 6 8%

-1111111,11
Y '.... ONE

LITRE
,. .,,

,. _
_

..

f
, 1,000 cm3

_ 1,000,000 mm3

1. GLUE PATTERN TO HEAVE' PAPER'
WITH EFU13BER CONTACT CEMENT.

2. CUT ALONG OUTSIDE LINES.

3. SCOAE BEND LINES.

4. FORM BENDS WITH STRAIGHT EDGE.
S. GLUE FLAPS TO COMPLETE CUBE.
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4.4.4.9

1

4.4.4.10

Have students make a cubic decimetre either by cutting out six squares, each 10 cm by 10 cm,
and taping them together to form a cube, or by laying six squares out on a single sheet of
material and then folding and taping the paper to form a cube. What is another name for the
capacity of the cubic decimetre? If the class does not know, have it fill the cube with a quantiN,
of granular material whic1 has been measured in a standard.litre container. Ask students to find
a way to measure 100 cm3, 200 cm3, and so on, using their own cubic decimetre. The foregoing
scaled-down drawing designed by the Graphic Arts Department at Chemeketa Community
College shoWs one plan which fits nicely on a regular sized file folder.

Have class make a litre container from a two-quart milk box by cutting it off so the bottom
edge of the corner "spout" is 10.3 cm from the bottom of the box. Students can also use a
one-quart milk box if they cut it so the bottom edge of the corner "spout" is at the upper fold.
See drawings:

"fold" fro'm the original box

411'
10.3 cm

(from 2 quart box)

4.4.5 VOLUME: APPLICATION

A a

4.4.5.1 Supply students either with a set of three-dimensional solids of cubes, rectangular prisms,
triangular p *sms, spheres, cylinders and other shapes or with cardboard boxes of varying sizes

and shay s. (Mill ends from a sawmill are excellent for this activity.) Obtain metric rulers for
the class, Decide whether to provide formulas. Ask the students to measurehe figures,
then calculate e volumes. For review, ask students to determine the surface area and/or

'draw a "cover" for the entire three-dimelisional figure on paper.

4.4.5.2 Have the class play "mystery measurements," using volume measurements. Se/directions in
4.1.5.8.,

4.4.5.3 Have students indirectly measure the volume of an irregular, solid rock. First, have them pour
water into a graduated cylinder to a predetermined point and record the water level. Then have
them immerse the rock in the water, note the change in water level and record the new level.
Determine thevolume of the rock in millilitres and/or cubic centimetres.

4.4.5.4 Ask a team of six students to divide a quantity,,(approximately a half litre) of fruit juice equally
among the team members. Provide the team with a 100 ml graduated cylinder, i 10 ml
graduated cylinder, a dropper and six cups oklifferent sizes and shapes. When the group has
successfully completed the activity, pdrmit it to drink the juice.

4.4.5.5
4

Ask students to determine how many eyedropper drops of water are in one millilitre; then have
them determine the number of millilitres sin a teaspoon and in a tablespoon. Extension: By,
using results from above, find how many eyedropper drops of water fill a tablespoon. Find how
many litres of watecare in one million drops of water,

4.4.5.6 Supply learners with in orange Cuisenaire rod and a graduated cylinder. Have them measure
and compute the volume of the orange rod. After they have done so, have them submerge the
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rod in a measur quantity of water in the graduated cylinder; have the& note the new water

level and corr te the volume of water displaced by the rod. Compare this figure with the
computed volume of the rod. Extension: Have the class determine the volume of a variety of

small, sinkable objects by this method. Encourage students to estimate volumes as well. Hold art

estimation contest.

e
4.4.5.7 Have the class make one serving of Metric Fruit Punch by using the following recipe: Measure

five m/ ororange, fie ml of lemonade and five ml of cherry imitation soft drink mix in a-cup.

Add 120 ml of ice-cold water. Stir and enjoy.

4.4.5.8 Have the class make one serving of Mdtric Hot Chocolate by using the following recipe: Measure

120 ml of water into a pan and heat to about 1000C. Measure 15 ml of cocoa mix into a mug.

Add boiling water. Stir and ebjoy.

4.4.5.9

A

Have the class make Metric Marshmallow Krispies by using the following recipe:* Melt 60 ml

margarine over a low heat, add 720 ml minature marshallows, stieuntil melted and blended,
remove from heat andstirdn 1.25 / (1250 ml) Rice Krispies. Cool before.cutting.

Many more recipes using metric measurements are found in The Oregon Mathematics Teacher,

Special Edition Metric Cookbook issue, published by the Oregon Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. A limited number of copies is available for $1 each. Contact Don Fineran at the

Department.

4.5 CONCEPT V: TEMPERATURE

4.5.1.1

.1

This unit on temperature has- not beep broken don into exercises on conservation,

comparison, etc., as the other units have. These concepis are implied in the order in which

exercises are presented in this unit.

7

(a) Have students find pictures which shoal the concepts hot and cold. Discuss the pictures

with them. r A

(b) Present several pictures which' show the concepts hot and cold. Ask the students to order

them from hottest -to coldest. Discuss.

(c) Have students draw pictures which show cold, coo), warm and hot weather. Discuss.

4.5.1.2 The following activity will help learners discover that an instrument is needed in order to obtain

accurate temperaturt readings. Provide containers of water, A hot, B at room temperature, and

C cold. The,schild feels the water in A, then immediately feels the water in B with the same

finger, then describes the temperature of the water in B. Next the child feels the vier C,

then with the same finger immediately, feels the water in ti and describes what seems to be the

temperature of the water iriB. Discuss whether feeling the water todetermine its temperature is

4.5.1.3 6,

reliable.

Provide an ungraduated liquid -hi -glass thermometer to make arbitrary units of temperature.

Have a student place the ungraduated thermometer in a mixture,of ice and water and then in'a
container of boiling water. The freezing and boiling, points should be marked on the
thermometer stem with a grease pencil. Have\ estudent subdivide the distance along the stem

into equal units beriveenhe two fixed points. Assign numbers to specific points on the scale.

Keep16 mind that number skills are needed for/the above. I tolfaZbe easier to use a color-coded

temperature scale for five-and-six-year-olds. (See diagram.)
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4.5.1.4 Have the, learner measure the temperature of two pans of water. The temperature of the two
pans should differ by at least 10°0 Then give the student a third pan of water that is still
another 'temperature. Have the learner estimate the temperature of the water in each pan by

feeling it. Then have him or her order the three pans of water from the coolest to the warmest.
Verify the ordering with the student-made thermometer.

.

4.5.1.5 Have students estimate temperature in the following situations, first, by feeling, then by using a

Celsius thermometer:

Group 1: Cold tap water, hot tap water, ice water, ice water with salt.

Group 2: Air temperature in the classroom near the ceiling, in the classroom near the floor,

near the surface of a radiator, hallway, outside temperature in the sun, outside
temperature in the shade, in a refrigerator, in a freezer. ,

4.5.1.6 Have students record the daily temperature either with the thermometers made in class or with

a Celsius thermomefer. Extension: Graph the readings taken at the same time of day over a

period of time.
,

A ..

4.5.1.7 Place equal quantities of boiling water, in containers such as coffee mugs, styrofoam cups, tin

cups, aluminum pans, thermos jugs, ordinary bowls and heavy soup,bowls. Let the water stand

and have students take readings with a Celsius thermometer at five minute intervals and record .

the results. Use equal quantities of water. Extension: Graph the results as well: Have the class

predict the results if it were to start with ice water. Verify.

)

4.5.1.8 Help studenti make &simple air thermometer. Have them put one end of a piece of clear tubing

in a jug and the other in 'a pan of colored water. Warm the air in the jug and letthe water rise in
the Cubing as the air in the jug cools. Pristruct the class to Mark water levels on the tubing when

thefwater in the pan is at a.cold, a cool, a comfortable and a very hot room temperature.

41.
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5. TEACHER WORKSHOPS

5.1 AIM AND This section is intended as a guide for instructors who are planning a metric workshop for either

FOCUS teacher or nonteacher participants. Generally speaking, teachers teach as .they were taught.
Teacher workshops, therefore, should be corkclucted in the same manner in which teachers will

work with their students. The workshop activities should be of the kind which can be used in

classrooms. One way to assure that the workshop is useful is to include teachers in-the planning

step. In addition, asking these five questions may be helpful:

1. Will the workshop be measurement oriented?

2. Will the,workshop stress "hands-on" activities?

3. Will the workshop emphasize the importance of estimation?

4. Will the workshop emphasize the importance of avoiding conversions while teaching

measurement?

5. Will the workshop demonstrate that an effective and interesting measurement program can
be taught with low-cost equipment?

5.2 WORKSHOP Besides the five questions just listed, workshop planners should consider four major steps:

PLANNING
1. PPeliminary planning de cisions (objectives)

2. Workshop organization (agenda, materials, activities)

3. Workshop procedures

4. Pollow,up (immediate evaluation, intermediate-evaluation, future'needs)

Preliminary Planning Decisions:

Following are some questions the instruct& or workshop instruction team will need to onsider

in planning: 1

1. Who should choose and develop the workshop objectives a) thq instructor and participants

or their representatives or b) the instruction team and participants or their representatiires?

2. Who will be invited.to attend the workshop? Is attendance voluntary?

3. Will the background of the metric system be covered, if only briefly?

4. How will justification for the transition to the metric system be handled?

5. What learning ap roach will be implemented? Is the' CONTINUOUS NONGRADED
MEASUREMENT EARNING APPROACH an alteroative?

6. How will the b cs and the vocabulary of the metriCsystem be presented? What handouts

will be used?

_7. Which levels of measurement learning should be stressed? Conservation? Comparison? Use

of nonstan'dar Use-of standard units, namely SI? ,
._-

B. Which concepts of measurement (length, mass, area, volume, temperatbre) should be

developed?

9. Will'the W rkshop help teachers to appreciate the simplicity of adecimallied measurement

system? VIII the base ten nature of the system be developed? Will the relatiofiships among

length, volume and mass be`considered? Will the computational advantages of using

decimal fradtio,ris become evident?

4
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. 10. How will workshop leaders develop an awareness of and the need for using manipulatives,
aids, games, etc., to teachrneasurement?

11. Will the workshop leaders operate on a THINK METRIC basis? Will they acquire a feel for
common metric units to the point of estimating in terms of those units? Will they
comprehend distances and quantities expressed with metric units?

12. Will the workshop agenda include time to consider the implications that changing to a
metric system will have on all curricular areas, in particular, mathematics, science, home
economics, industrial arts, vocationaltechnical and social studies? For example, decimal
fractions may be introduced sooner than they are now:

13. Will workshop leaders consider ways in which the general public can be made aware of the
'metric system? Will leaders consider helping the general public learn to use the SI units?

14. Will the workshop include time to begin planning metric information for parents?

15. What resource personnel may be needed? (See "Resource People," p. 48.)

5.3 WORKSHOP The instructor or team will want to have a general plan of action prepay ems for

PLAN consideration are:

53.1 Organization

1. The instructor or team should work with representative participants in planning the major
agenda and various activities.

2. A brief assessment of participants' knowledge of the present measurement system might be
made. (See sample assessment instrument at the end of this section, p. 47.)

3. The following items should be considered: Time, place, room, tables, number and teaching
level of participants, participant needs (cooking and sewing for home economics teachers,
ineturing shop construction projects for industrial arts teachers' and a Variety of
measimemen4 applications for coaches and teachers of social studies, health, driver training,
physical education, and so on).

5.3.2 Instructional Materials

1. Leaders should have a sufficient quantity on hand to permit participants to work in groups
of two.

7. They should use homemade materials, made by themselves or by participants.

3. They should-Then a variety of materials for working with different measurement concepts
at various,learning

- .
4. They should provide handouts on metric background, history, trends and current status.

5.3.3 Activities

1. Leaders should select activities that will be fun for the participants to try.

2. They should choose appropriate activities for the specific group in the workshop for
example, primary teachers, elementary teachers, businessmen or homemakers.

3. They should use activities that participants can adapt for their own use in their classrooms,
at work and at home.
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5.4 WOJIKSHOP ' Workshop procedures should include:
PROCEDURES

1. Have every participant actively involved in all activities. Groups of two are suggested. Team
competition is popular.

2. Providesufficient time for all participants'tO discuss and evaluate the activities.

3. Relate each activity to appropriate learning level(s).

4. Include some humor and some "interest getters," for example, door prizes for "meritorious
metricating," tencent fines for using customary units 14 conversation, awarcls for
enthusiastic performance.

5.5 EVALUATION Evaluation of the workshop may take the form of demonstration activities, questionnaires or
AND discussion of pre-test/post-test techniques. Planners may want toaconsider the following points:
FOLLOW-UP `

1. The form of the workshop evaluation should make sense articipants. n evaluation
might include demonstration of measurement activities, de pment of act vity lab cards,
questionnaires, discussions, pre-tests/post-tests. I

.1%

1/4

A.

2. Instructors or teams should decide whether they are willing to share t e workshop
evaluation with the ODE Metric Coordination Committee. The Committee would like to
incorpoiate ideas in plans for future workshops.

3. A very useful workshop evaluation exercise might be to ask participants to demonstrate
competence by writing activities which are appropriate to their teaching levels and which

-3
' illustrate consistency with the developmental learning levels of students. This approach

should provide materials tkat teachers may take back to their classrooms.

A
. ., ,..

4. questionnaire rnightaSklhAarticipant to rate their understanding of metric Concepts on
a grad4ted rating scale before and after the workshop. It might also ask .participants to
rate the-,effectiveness of the workshop. Provision for rating the workshop materials should
be included:

5. If disc ssloOts the method used, participants may help decide how well the workshop met
jectivei previously. developed. Further "discussion might focus on learning

approaches, advantages of the Metric system,'-functionsof estimation, metric units and
prefixes, usefOl measurement activities and "thinking metric."

6. A pre-test and a follow-up post-It might be used to compare levels of competency before
and after the workshop. Understanding of learning stages as well as measurement concepts
should be considered.

7. Teachers may run into problems as they begin teachingthe metric system. Planners should
provide them with resource people who will be able to answer questions. News from both
Canada and Australia and our own experiences indicate that a one-time metric workshop is
not sufficient. Follow-up services should be scheduled early. Has local leadekhip for metric
measurement education been identified/ iff

5.6 SAMPLE The following activity is offered as one "hands-on" workshop experience for teaching measure-

R

A IVITY: THE ment based on developmental learning levels. This activity includes considerations at all five
P , STRIP developmental learning levels while dealing only with the attribute of length.

5.6.1 Materials need to be prepared in advancelin sufficient quantity to supply..each workshop team
GETTING of two people with four strips of paper equal in length: two red, one blue and one yellow. One
READY of the reds, the blue and the yellbw strips will be premarked in the following manner:

1. Select a "unit" which is between three and eight cm in length. Mark enough sets of one
red, one blue and one yellow to supply about one-third of the teams. Mark the strips as in
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the diagram so the longest part of each strip is equal to five units, the next part to two and

a
the shortest to one of the chosen units.

g

5.62
CONSERVATION

5.6.3
COMPAR ISON

5 2
units units

L1J.
unit

2. Do the same for all other teams, making the "unit" different in each case from all the
others and somewhere between three and eight cm. The strips for two teams might look

like these:

units

Each team does the following:

L_5_J
units

1. Place the two retl sti tps side by side to show their lengths are the same.

2. It moves one red strip to a new location and compares the lengths of the two red strips.,,

3. It bends one red strip into the shape of a V and compares the lengths of the two red strips

again.

4. It forms a circle with one red strip and compares the lengths of the two red strips.

5. It cuts the marked red strip on the marks. It examines the length of the "train" formed
when the, cut red pieces are placedtend to end. It compares the length of the "train" and

the length of'the uncut red strip.

6. It discusses'the ages at which youngsters perceive conservation of length.

The team cuts the yellow and blue strips on the marks, and using all the cut red, yellow and

blue pieces:

1. It sorts all pieces by color, thus showing that color is one characteristic for comparing two

objects.

2. It sorts all pieces by length. Size is anothef characteristic for comparing two objects.

3. It takes qne piece of each length and makes a new arrangement from longest to shortest. It

labels the longest a, the next b and the shortest c.

4. It mixes all unlabeled pieces into one pile and then finds all other pieces which are the

same length as the strip labeled a. It labels each with an a. It does the same for b and c.

5. It discusses whether a child who does not yet perceive conservation of length can do such a

matching exercise.

5.6.4 Eaehleam continues to use their materials from the above octivities.

UNIT
CONCEPT 1. Using the unmarked and uncut red strip, show how rnanya's will equal its length. How

many b's? Is it ossible to represent the length of the uncut red strip by using only b's?

Why or why not

2. It determines if the a length can be measured-only in terms of ,b,b length only in terms of

c. The team demonstrates its conclusions.

3. 'Using the unmarked red strip, it finds the number of ways that this strip length can be

represented by 1])sing combinations of b and c, a and c, a and b.

K!v.
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5.6.5
DISCOVERING
A NEED
STANDARD
UNITS

5.6.6
METRIC
SYSTEM AND
APPLICATION

. ._
4. instructor and teams identify as many objects to be measured as there are teams. They

identify a as the unit of measurement for this activity. Each team measures all of the.
objects by using its own a. t records the results for comparison with other teeth results.
A discussion should foll , revealing that some teams have The same (hopefully!)
numerical results, while other teams do not.

5. Each team measures a small and a large object. It measures those objects three times, once
in terms of a, once in ternof b and once in terms of c. It then discusses which unit, a, b
or c, was found to be tilt- most convenient for measuring the small object and the large

object.

6. The team discusses those concepts which a child must have to do these kinds of activities
and discovers the need for making appropriate unit choices.

Teams continue from earlier activities.

1. The teams are given a hypothetical situation. They must order classroom carpeting from a
supplier by phone. The teams will attempt to communicate the room size in terms of their .

previously chosen a, b or c units.

2. When the teams discover that communications have broken down they should be led to the
standard unit concept.

3. Teams should discuss creating situations in which student's can discover a need for standard

units.

Continue teams as before: The two exercises below are a continuation of the three preceding
eXercises.

1. Workshop leaders should introduce some standard units of ffngth, e.g., cm and m.

2. They should have the teems measure the room using an appropriate standard unit. A
discussion should-reveal that all teams (optimistically!) have the same-xesults. Teams will
then_complete their carpeting order. Communication should now be possible.

Another workshop activity is a "quiz" on the old system of measurement. Try it. ,

5.6.7
-QUIZ ON YE OLDE FAMILIAR (?) SY

Fill in theblanks with e ap`propriate numbers.

. N
VOLUME

,
1. 1 quart' = pints 7. 1 fluid ounce cubic inches

2. 1 gallon = quarts 8. 1 fluid ounce drams

= gallons 9. 1 pint fluid ounces3. 1 barrel
= 10.1 cup fluid ounces4. 1 gallon cubic inches

5. 1 peck

6. 1 bushel'

= quarts 11. '1 tablespoon teaspoons

= pecks

LENGTH

12. 1 foot inches 15. 1 mile feet

feet 16. 1 chain feet13. 1 yard
14. 1 rod yards



17. 1 dram = grains

18. 1 ounce = drams

19. 1 pound = ounces

22. 1 square inch
23. 1 square foot =

24. 1 square yard

%UV

WEIGHT

20. 1 ton (short) = ,pounds
21. 1 ton (lorig) = pounds

AREA

square foot 25. 1 acre = square feet

square inches 26. 1 square mile = acres

square inches

Evaluation Criteria

Score
24-26 Super genius. Any measurement system is your bag!

21-23 - Above average. You probably remember anniversaries, birthdays.
18.20 Pretty good. You're ahead of the average bear!
17.0 Surprised? Have you thought about switching? . . Or would you rather fight than switch?

1.2 8.8
2. 4 9. 16
3. 31, 42 or 55 10. 8

gallons 11. 3

4. 231 12. 12

5. 8 13. 3

6.4 14.51/2

47. 1.804

ANSWERS_
A ,

15. 5,280 22. 0.007

18. 100 or 66 23. 144

17. 27.344 24. 1,296

18. 16 25. 43,560

19. 16 26. 640

20. 2,000 lbs.
21. 1.12 short tons

Note to instructor: The above quiz may be, used as a workshop activity provided it is presented as a

nonthreatening activity-"just for fun." Participants should be encouraged to work together and discuss

questions as they work. The quiz may permit participants to observe that they do not know all of,the

present system and yet they have been able td`do any Measuring they needed to do. Hence, it will not be

necessary for everyone to learn all of the metric system eiiher. The conclusion should hold for students as

well as for adults. Teachers should take this into account as they decide what to teach.

5.7 RESOURCE Many people in Oregon can serve as workshop resource personnel. A number have already made

PEOPLE special preparations for conducting metric workshops. People from these institutions and

organizations may be available: o 4"

1. Community colleges (most likely the institutictrin your area)

2. Colleges and universities
3. Division of Continuing Education
4, Intermedjate education districts
5. Oregon Science Teachers Association
6. Oregon Council,of Teachers of Mathematics
7. Oregon Vocational Association
8. Math Learning Center
9, Local school district curriculum specialists

10. Oregon Museum of Science and Industry
11. Oregon Horne Economics Association
'12. Business and industry representatives
13. State and federal agencies
14. Local experts

a c*.`

If you desire assistance in planning a workshop Or in ol:itaining a workshop leader, the Oregon

Department of Education Metric Coordination Committee can help 'you. The members of the.'

committee are Ray Thiess, Specialist, Science Education; Don Fineran, Specialist, Mathematics

Education; Ralph Little, Specialist, Trade and Industrial, Technical Education; and Jim S'anner,

Specialist, Radio and Television.

48 53
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6. METRIC CONCERNS FOR PARENTS

6.1 EDUCATOR'S Parents of today's students want to learn about the school program being provided for their
RESPONSIBILITY sons and daughters, i.e., subjects and leaching, methods. And, as consu ers, home owners and

producers, they also want to learn survival-level metric skills. The ed ational community has
a respcInsibility to assist parents in meeting both of these needs.

Several approaches are suggested below. The best program btedly a combination bf
several of Ore following:

1. A series of written communicationsnews releases, hand-outs, f , samples of student
Work, newsletters, articles for the local newspaper;

2. A parent's night metric programopen house, demonstrations by students or teachers,
6 .

metric games, student displays;

3. A series of metric workshops for parents. One popular workshop has been the "Mini.Metric
Olympics," which introduces concepts but concentrates on "hands-on" measuring and on
estimating with common metric units;

4. /A metric fair, metric week or metric night;

5. Joint efforts with other community agencies, e.g.,, County Home Extension Service,
Community Schools Program, local media;

6. Joint efforts of parents and youngsters in workshops, metric fairs and other activities.

6.2 METRICS FOR AOcal educators assist in planning the metric information program for parents, a number of
PARENTS additional suggestions may be helpful:

.-
t

1. Educators should ,keep lessons simple. It is nornecessary to teach people the entire metric
system before they begin using it. Teachers should begin with whatever parents need to
meet their current needs.

2. Metric workshops for parents can be both popular and useful. In general, they should be
similar to those for teachers. Workshops should:

a. Provide ".hands-on" measuring with metric units, using only the commonly used units;

'b. Encourage estimation with the common me-tric unitsa vital step toward the THINK
METRIC goal; .

c. Utilize a "funond games" approach;

d. Supplement activities with films, not the reverse!

e. Provide simple, straightforward handouts;

f. Respoirl to current needs in cooking, sewing, the home shop and retail products.
. ,

3. Educators should involve parents irrplanning. They should schedule different activities at
various times, encourage parent participation in preparing materials and conductin10-
workshops and involve local media representatives.

Meeting the two metrication needs of,parents is essential to the long-term success of the metric
movement. Iv is also an important part of each school districet public relations program. Local
administr%tors and teachers cah seek _help from the resource people listed in 5.7,.frot;n local

.iiresource people-and fro the ODE Metric Coordination Committee. -

- ,
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7.1 ADMIN-
ISTRATIVE
DECISIONS

7. METRIC PROGRAM IMPLEMENTATION

The decision to "go metric" is a majo'r decision that involves the total school district. The
success of a curriculum change of this scope depends on support and cooperation at allravels.

(4.

While school systems have different ways of implementing curriculum changes, there are certain
areas of common concern. The district superintendepit is the person who has the legal status to
make curriculum decisions. It is imperative, therefore, that the superintendent and hls/her
adm,,inistrative staff understand the demands of the project, including the demands on staff
time. Some of the costs to be considered are compensation for release time and/or ?Honey to
properly implement the change, needed consultant ass Lance, appropriate in- serviceiducation,
and newlnaterial requirements.

7.2 STAFF ."Going metric" is a decision that will involve the total school. he foremost group to be
INVOLVEMENT influenced is the students. Principals, supervisorscustodians, bus drivers, cooks and teachers

are all involved. Common staff-oriented concerns include alack of in-depth knowledge about
curriculum goals, apathy, opposition to change, a lack of process skint, a lack of exposure to
exemplary models and a lack of involvement in the decision-making process. Many of these
concerns can be alleviated by involving administrators, local curricUlum specialists and teachers
from all disciplines, K-12, and other representatives of 'the entire staff ,On a curriculum
committee that will develop curriculum meeting local needs. The group can look at the present
curriculum and make needed changes at all leN

7.3 COMMUNITY Community input may be gamed through a district advisory committee made up of people who
INPUT, are not teachers, school board members, parents and students. Such a, committee will help plan

the school curriculum, assess the needsof the general adult community and recommend
piograms for adult awareness.

f"' \
k* 7.4 SUCCESSFUL To make a curric ulum change like "going metric" successful, it is essential to develop a

IMPLEMEN- currifulum that meets local needs and to construct a specific strategy for implementing it. This
TATION strategy could, include identifying all groups that will experience the impact of the change,

developing a hierarchy- of, responiibility for those involved in the change, identifying the
components of the program, constructing a timeline, obtaining all required guides, materials

. and _equipment before beginning, and above all insuring that the philosophy and objectives of
the change are understood by all concerned.

7.5 IN-SERVICE An, important part pf the prepaf ration for "going metric" will be to insure that all teachers feel
comfortable using the metric system. A curricvlum committee can anticipate in-service
workshop, needs and help plat the workshop. Workshops can be designed to include-
background in "learning °measurement theory, teaching measurement strategies, choice'of

...teaching materials and information about the International System of Units. (The experience in
some districts suggests in-service programs on metzsication do not need to be extensiveln time
or east.)

.

7.6, TEACHING
'MATERIALS

Teaching metric' measurement can be done effectively and inexpensively. 'Some metric
instruments are needed, but ong advantage of the "hands-on" approach is that students can
make their .own measuring instruments. Lists of materials, commercial and homemade, are

,suggeted here. Some textbooks and supplementary printpd materials are available.qhose used
as references for this handbook are listed in the bibliography. The State Board of Education's
metric education policy, which is endorsed by the State Textbook Commission, assures that
basic textbook Materials will be primarily metric, beginning With the 1976 adoption. The
revised . criteria will call, for textbooks that' present , the metric system as the pIimary
measurement system. - f.
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Commercial Materials:

.

Some commercial materials essential for teaching measurement ith metric are metre sticks,

metric rulers, metric tape measures, metric trundle wheels, calipers a balance scale with set of

metric weights (1 g to 1 kg), a platform scale in metric, calibr ted beakers, flasks, vials,
cylinders,,a set of hollow, geometricmodels with metric dimensions, set of blocks, with metric
dimensions, Celsius thermometer, metric graph paper: Cuisenaire rods nd funnels. ..

Homemade, Collected Materials:

Some homemade or collectri materials are string, ribbon, adding machine tape, %asking tape,

paper clips (large size preferred), sticks, molding,dowels, straws, cups, bOttles, jars, cans, tubes,

toy blocks, milk cartons, ordinary water glasses, cottage cheese containers or other refrigerator

dishes, area pattern blocks, newspapers, sheets of'notebook or construction paper, floor tiles,
linoleum blocks, geoboards, water (and sink), sand (and sand box), beans, rice, play-doh,

modeling clay and potatoes.

7.7 INVITATION The ODE Metric Coordination Committee anticipates the opportunity to work cooperatively

TO WORK with district people on metric education projects. The committee can assist districts in

TOGETHER curriculum development and planning, in organizing workshops for teachers or general adult

groups, in securing resource people for workshops, and in developing jiew learning activities or

alternate approaches to teaching measurement.

7.8 TIMELINE FOR Briefly, the Oregon Metric Education timeline is as follows:
METRIC ,

EDUCATION 1. June 1974 Adoption of Metric Education Resolution by State Board of EducatiOn end

IN OREGON State Textboqk Commission. ^

2. 1974-1975 school year Development of metric awarenessworkshops and materials for
teaching metric measurements.

3 1975-19/6 school .year Continuation of metric awareness activities among educators,
beginning of metric awareness for parents, beginning of metric systgrn concept develop-

ment, development of textbook selection criteria for the 1976 state textbook adoption,

(All texts to be primarily metric beginning with the 1976 adoption.)

4. 1976-1977 school year Beginning of series of metric programs on educational TV,

continued development of metric awareness for all elements of Oregon, society;

. development of metric system concepts for all aspects of school curriculum; adoption of
textbooks. (Metric workshops help to prepare a cadre of local districCrnetric education
leaders. These people conduct metric in-service workshops for educators 'and metric

orientations for r$oneducators.)

5. 1977-1978 school year Repetition,of metric television programs as needed; entrance pf

new textbooks into the clas'srooms. Continiration of metric in-service workshops for edu-

cators and metric orientations for noneducatori presented by the cadre of Metric Edu-
cation Leaders. For; information, Contact the Oregon Department of Education Metric

Coordination Committee.
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?- 8. GLOSSARY

A minimal glossary is presented. The handbook was written with as little technical terminology
as possible.

CONSERVATION Preservation of length, area, volume or, mass when objects are changed by deformation,
rearrangement, or partitioning; constancy of a quantity. "

DIRECT
MEASUREMENT

A procedure for directly counting the units of length, area, volume or mass associated with the
corresponding attribute of an object,' as opposed to obtaining a measure by an analogous
measure which may involve a different object and a different attribute. One example of
measuring indirectly is to determine temperature by noting the length of a thermometer's
mercury column.

The mass-of 1 cm3 of distilled wafertt 4°C.

INDIRECT A procedure for determining the measure of one attribute of an object, such as its length, area,
MEASUREMENT volume qr mass, by measuring eS attribute of a second qbject, also, a procedure for determining

the measure of an attribute through the use of formulas and computational procedures. An
example is using odometer revolutions to determine linear distance.

METRIC
PREFIXES

The basic unit of mass in the metric system. Based on a cylinder of platinum-iridium alloy kept
by the International Bureau of Weights and Measures in Paris. The mass of one litre of distilled
water at 4°C. Because the gram is quite small, the kilogram has become the commonly used-
basic unit of mass in the metric system. -

The basic unit of vblume'(capacity) in the metric system. Defined as one cubic decimetre. The
millilitre and the cubic centimetre are both equivalent to one thousandth of a litre. The symbol
for litre is, a lower case, cursive or italic "1."

The lernas "mass" and "weight" have been used as synonyms by some people. Mass is the
' amount of matter in an object and is measured in grams or submultiples or multiples thereof,
Weight refers to the gravitational force on an object and is measured in newtons, a unit of force.

The basic unit of length in the metric system. Defined as '1 650 763.73 wave lengths in vacuum
of the orange-red line of the spectrum of kr-ypton86. The symbol for metre is "m."

In the metric system the value of the basic unit is changed by placing a prefix in front of it. The
relationship of these quantities corresponds to the 'place values of the base ten numeration

,systept..6

Greek

exa *

peta1 *

'tera *

giga"

Mega*

kilo (thousands)

53
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1018

1015

1012

109

106

103



prefixes hecto * (hundreds)

deka *

Basic Unit no prefix (one)

-10

101

deci * (tenths) .10'1

Latin centi (hundredths) 10'2

prefixes milli (thousandths)

micro *
10-6

nano* 10'9

piCo * 10'12

femto* 10'18

atto * 10'18

*Not commonly used in everyday measurements.

.16

QUALITATIVE Classifying (comparing') objects by noting the degree of a common property, for example,

COMPARISON prettiness, hardness, texture; color, taste and smell. A premeasurement classification because

'these properties all deal with nonquantitative considerations.

QUANTITATIVE
COMPAR ISON

SI

.
Classifying (comparing) objects by size.

Generally recognized symbol for the International System of Units (Le Systeme International

d' Unites) which was developed by the tenth General Conference on Weights and Measures

(CGPM) in 1954 and adopted by that body in 1960.
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Some Metric References Relating to
Building Design, Prqduction and Construction

1 a) Report to the Congress: A Metric America A Decision Whose Time Has Come, Department of Commerce,
vNational

Bureau of Standards Special Publication 345 (Washington, D.C.: U,S,Go ernment Printing Office),1971.

b) U. S. Metric Study Interini Report, Testimony 9f Nationally Representative Groups, NBS $P 345-12 (Wash.: U. S.
Government Printing Office),1971. (Chapter VII Construction).

r
c) U. S. Metric Study Interim Report, Non-manufacturing Businesses, NBS SP 345-5 (Wash.: U. S. Government

Printing Office), 1974.

These three reports include tie Building/Construction responses to the U.S. metrib \study by DOC/NBS for Congress.

2 'Building Research.Journal Special Issue..INastiington, D. C.: Building Research Institute, National Research Council.
Volume 10, No. 1, Jan/Mar 1974.
(A special issue which includes papers presented at the November 1973 Conference of the National Research Council on
the topic of building_ design, production and construction. The Conference proceedings are also abstracted in Metric
Reporter January 11, 1974, American Natiohal Metric Council, 1625 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.
20036.)

Metric Handbook SAA MH1-1972, Metric Conversion in Building and Construction, Standards Association of Australia,
1972. North Sydney, Australia. (A complete catalog of Australian standards in manufactaing construction trades is
available fro'm the Standards Association of Australia.)

4. VNR Metric Handbook, Fairweather and Sliwa, Van Nostrand Reinhold Co., New York, N.Y., 1969. Whilebased
primarily on practices in Great Britain, it contains metric informatidn of interest to architects, building surveyors, civil
engirreers, interior and industrial designers, engineers and building product manufacturers and could help in deciding
what metric practices to establish in the U.S. Building and Construction Industry.

5.. a) Going Metric in the Construction Industry, No. 2 Dimensional Coordination, 1968, Department of the
Environment (Ministry of Public Building and Works), London.

b) Also froni same organization, Metrication in the Construction Industry
No. 1 Metric in Practice (1970)
No. 2 Calculations in SI Units (1970)
No. 3 Craftsmen's Pocket Book (1970)
No. 4 Metric Reference Book (1971)

6. a) Metric Housing The Transitional Period, Th ding Agency, London,,,Sfb Ba 4, 1968.

b) Also from this organization: Metric HoUs g What it Means, 1 69.

7.' Architect Journal Metric Handbook

:
8. Module and Metric (The

5 Cromwell Place, London,

Edition (1970: The Ar itectural Press), 9 Queen Anne's Gate, LondogiSW1.

y and Practice of Dimension. Coordination in Metric), Crocker, Pall Mall Press,

9.. Metribation and the Hou ng industry, American Metric Journal, 2, 5: 15 (September /October 1974).

10. NAM's Metrication Piogr Series of five reports, 1973, National Association of Manufacturers, New York.

11. Metric Cumber, Lytle, Metric ws, 1, No. 5: 20 (May-June'1974).

12. Metric Material Standards (steel andiron) Edwards, Metric N'ev.vse.1, No. 5:16 (May-June 1974). ANSI B32 Metrication
Task Force is developing U.S. preferred series of metric sizes for* tight metal mill products.



,
13. Modular Coordination Basic Module, International Standard ISO 1006 (1973). Available from American National

Standards Institute, New York. ISO is strictly SI (modernized metric system). ISO technical committee TC59 on
Building Construction has, generated thirteen Standards/Recorhmendations relating to modular coordination, drawings

-and projections, symbols, vocabulary, tqlerance; doors, and joints.

14. U.S. publications and periodicals on metrication, coverage includes current activities and special topics.

4 a) American Metric Journal, AMJ Publishing Co., Drawer L, Tarzana, CA 91346.

b) Metric News, Swani Publishing Co., Box 248, Roscoe, Ill. 61075.

c) .Metric'Reporter, American National Metric Council, 1625 Massachusetts Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. 20036.

d) U.S. Metric Association Newsletter, U.S: Metric Association, Boulder, bolo. 80302.

e) . Information oft the Metric System and Related Fields, 6th Edition, 1974, Lange, Sokol and Antoine, U.S. Metric
Association, Sugarloaf Star Route, Boulder, Colo. 80302. This book lists numerous metric resources.

15., The Optimum Metric Fastener System, Ellison, Metric News, 2 (1). 9 (September-October 1974) A single international

fastener system proposed by the U.S. is receiving considefation as an ISO standard.

16. Standards The Key to Metric Change, Benedict, Metric News, Part I, 2 (2). 7 (November-December 1974); Pill II,

: 2 (3):21 (January-February 1975).

2. 17. Preferred Metric Metal Standards American Standards B 32.3 arid B 32.4, ANSI, New york,,N.Y. item 12 above refers to
wrought metals. ANSI Standards'Committe.e B 32 standards, in _addition to steels, apply to aluminum, aluminum alloys,

copper, copper alloys and all other metals.
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